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Abstract

Abstract

At the Section of Digital Information Systems, a high speed compression chip is being developed by ir.

L.C. Benschop. This compression chip will ultimately be placed on an interface card, and placed inside

a computer, for instance an IBM compatible PC. To be able to communicate with the computer, an

interface for the compression chip has been developed.

The compression chip consists of two main parts: The interface part and the compression part. The

interface part of the compression chip will be able to perform a number of communication tasks. lts

primary function is to be able to maintain a high data rate with the compression part. Therefore the data

must be transferred to and from the compression chip using DMA (Direct Memory Access).

Furthermore, the computer must be able to program and use the interface, like a normal 1/0 device.

All these functions are described in a specification for the interface. This specification was used as a

basis for developing the interface in IDaSS. IDaSS is a design package for synchronous chip

development. IDaSS makes it possible to make a hierarchical design, by using subschematics inside

schematics. By splitting a design into more functional parts, a top-down design method can be used.

After the design in IDaSS, the interface part will be translated to VHDL, using a conversion tooI. This

VHDL design will be integrated with the rest of the compression chip.

The implemented design, as described in the specification has been split into several blocks. A

separation was made between the control part, and the data transfer part. The control part was further

divided into a general control part, and a part for controlling the data transfer part. The data part was

divided into two independent blocks, for each direction.

The design has not yet been fully implemented. After the completion of the chip interface, it will have to

be tested extensively, to make sure it behaves in a correct way, according to the specification. If the

interface works correctly, the translation can be made to VHDL, and the interface can be integrated

with the rest of the compression chip design.
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Introduction

1. Introduction

1.1 General introduction

This thesis describes the design of a universal bus interface, for DMA-using peripherals. The design is

part of a larger project, in which a high speed compression chip is being developed. The development

of the compression chip is being lead by ir. L.C. Benschop, as his promotion project. The developed

compression chip will be suitable for several computer busses, but wil! first be put on a IBM PC bus

type interface card. To be able to communicate with the computer, an interface for the compression

chip was developed and implemented as a thesis project. This report is meant to be used as a

reference for the people, who work on other parts of the compression chip design. To be able to keep

the report c1early organized, it is divided into two major parts: the specification part, and the

implementation part.

The specification part, in chapter 2, developed by ir. L.C. Benschop, describes the full specification of

the interface part of the compression chip. The specification first starts generally, and gets more

specific through the chapters. The specification was used as a reference, on which the design of the

chip interface is built. The specification used for the implementation is slightly modified from the original

specification, to be able to organize the registers in 'read able' and 'write able' pairs.

The implementation part, located in chapter 3 describes the interface, as it is implemented. Chapter 3

is subdivided into several paragraphs with subparagraphs, following the hierarchical design of the

interface. This subdivision is purely done for reference purposes, and describes each block in great

detail. The consequence of this subdivision is also, that the description will be hard to read normally,

without losing the overview. To help keep the overview, a general picture is added in Appendix A, on

page 97 describing the hierarchies used in the total design of the interface. Furthermore, after the

introduction of the design in chapter 3, a general overview of the functions of all blocks is given. Also a

few examples of operation are given in this paragraph.

1.2 General introduction to computer bus interfaces

All computer architectures use some sort of computer bus. A computer bus provides a means of

interconnecting functional blocks of a (micro)computer, in a systematic way. It provides for

standardization in mechanicaI form, electrical specifications, and communication protocols between
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Introduction

board level devices. These busses are used to connect to the bus interfaces, used for for example for

communication or special processing functions.

Through the years, a number of bus specifications have been developed by manufacturers, each one

suitable for their own specific purposes, and specific computer architectures. A number of bus

specifications have grown to an industry standard. Examples of these standards are the PC/XT/AT

bus, the Multibus land 11, the VMEbus and the Nubus. Standard bus interfaces have a number of

advantages to interface designers:

• No bus specification to develop

• Board level communications specifications done

• Reduced debugging and build time

• Custom IC's are available for the bus interface

If a designer wants to build an interface, without being tied to one particular computer architecture, the

easiest way to start is to look at the speciflcations of the bus standards, and choose the best suitable

one. In our case the interface design is primarily based on the PC/XT/AT bus. The width of the data

being transferred is adjustable from 8, 16 or 32 bit wide data. This makes the interface 'universai', The

interface is therefore easily adaptable to different kinds of computer architectures.

Generally a bus interface is used for communication, special processing and storage purposes. This

report contains the description of the design of an interface built for communication. The

communication takes place between the computers CPU/memory and a compression chip. The

compression chip will read data from memory, compress or decompress it, and write it back to

memory. Reading and writing of the data has to be done simultaneously. The compression chip has

been designed for high speed data compression, and will need to be able to get the data at a sufficient

rate. To be able to maintain the high bi-directional datarate, the interface will use a process calied

Direct Memory Access (DMA). This special way of communication between the computer's memory

and the compression chip, can provide this high data rate needed.

1.3 Introduction to DMA using peripherals

As stated in the previous paragraph, certain computer peripherals have to receive data from the

computer and have to transmit data to the computer at the same time. These transfers occur at a

speed that necessitates the use of DMA. Examples of such peripherals are network controllers, 1/0

devices, and harddisk controllers.

We are especially interested in those peripherals that perform no externall/O, but that perform high

speed processing of a data stream. The input data of that stream are read from memory using DMA

2



Introduction

and the processed result is written back to memory using OMA simultaneously. Examples of such

peripherals could be data compressors and data encryptors. Such applications will be more widely

used in the near future and their speed requirements will increase beyond the capabilities of a general

purpose computer. The universal bus interface must be designed especially for those applications.

The bus-interface will be integrated on a single chip together with the processing core. The core is the

part of the chip that performs the real data processing, for example compression. The bus interface

presents a stream of data bytes to the core through a simple handshake channel and it reads a stream

of processed bytes form the core through another handshake channel.

The input data for the core is read from memory using a OMA channel and the output data from the

core is written to memory using a different OMA channel. To perform the OMA actions, the bus

interface uses and functionally enhances the standard OMA-controller in the computer. The bus

interface communicates with the OMA controller in the system through OREQ and OACK signais. It

maintains a count of the number of OMA transfers performed on each of the OMA channels and, if a

complete block is written, an interrupt is sent to the CPU of the system.

The bus interface receives commands from the CPU, and it presents its status information, through an

1/0 register interface. All these tasks (OMA actions, command reception, giving status information,

interrupt signaI generation) are independently performed of the core.

The bus interface must perform the following tasks:

• Communication with the CPU through an 1/0 register interface. Commands are received and

status signals are presented to the CPU.

• Generation of interrupt signals whenever the attention of the CPU is needed, for example when the

CPU must initialize the OMA-controller for the transfer of another data block, with error conditions

and to indicate the end of a section or the end of an operation.

• Communication with the OMA controller through OREQ/OACK signais, and performing the data

transfers over the bus. For reading and writing data from and to the memory, two independent,

separate OMA channels are used.

• Maintaining counters for the number of OMA transfers on each channel. These are byte counters.

The OMA transfers may occur in multiples of two or four bytes, hence the transfer counters on the

OMA controller alone are not sufficient.

• Communication with the core through status signals

• Oata transfer to and from the core

• Transfer of processing parameters to the core

• Transfer of processing status from the core

• A self test of its own and the initiation of a core self test.

3
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Figure 1: The compression chip in the system

Figure 1 gives an overview of the connections between the compression chip and the rest of the

computer system. All signals visible outside the chip are processed by the bus interface.

DMA transfers over the system data bus are a, 16 or 32 bits wide, which is selectable through a

register. All transfers to and from 110 registers are 8 bits wide. The unit can be used in a large variety of

bus architectures, but the bus signals are compatible with the Intel © aOxa6 family.

1.4 General remarks on the implementation.

• Design

The bus interface unit must be designed using IDaSS and VHDL. These acronyms stand for:

Interactive Design and Simulation System, and Very high speed IC's Hardware Description

Language. IDaSS is a hardware development package, used for the design of synchronous logic.

The synchronous design can be tested by manually incrementing the clock, and evaluating the

signals and states in the design. This way, you are able to test the design while developing it.

VHDL is the IEEE standard description language for hardware.

The unit that is designed in IDaSS will be automatically translated to VHDL. The current IDaSS

version vo.oa is expected to translate the design flawlessly to VHDL. However, this IDaSS version

has important drawbacks. No Mealy-type finite state machines can be created. State controllers

can not directly test the values on connectors and their attached busses. Level changes must

always be clocked-in, before areaction can follow. An interrupt signal for example can only be

detected after it has been clocked in, so after one clock cycle. This gives a delay of one clock

cycle, every time a value changes. If the design has to be extremely fast, this can be aproblem. To

work around this, the final design can be edited or changed in VHDL, after conversion from IDaSS.

Finally the design will be integrated in a larger VHDL design.
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• Speed

The unit must be able to maintain a data rate of at least 12.5 million bytes per second in both

directions simultaneously. This must be possible if both OMA channels are 32 bits wide and the

OMA controller acknowledges each request immediately.

• Compatibility

It must be possible to interface the unit to the 8237 OMA controller found in the usuallSA PC

architecture. If it is connected to this specific OMA controller, it won't be able to maintain the data

rate of 12.5 million bytes per second.
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Specification of the bus interface

2. Specification of the bus interface

2.1 Bus interface signals

The next two paragraphs describe all the signals that the bus interface uses to communicate with the

system outside the chip and with the processing core. Related signals are grouped in channels. A

channel is said to run from one module to another one. (For instance from the bus interface to the

core) All signaIs on channels that run to the bus interface are input signals for the bus interface and all

signals on channels that run from the bus interface are output signals of the bus interface.

Signals that run in the general channel direction don't have any extra markings in the description

below. The signals that are marked reverse (rev) run in the opposite direction of the channel. Some

other signaIs are marked as bi-directional.

All output channels are non tri-state except the outputs on bi-directional signais. All signals are default

one bit wide, except the signals that are explicitly marked otherwise.
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i dack 0
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r ~~~:~a~~----------k~4-~o~~------,
, /command~.,-17 V
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~----------'I

I
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,
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Figure 2: The interface channels of the bus interface
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Figure 2 gives an overview of the interface channels of the bus interface. Details of the various signals

on the channels have been added. For a more detailed view of the channels between the bus interface

and the core, see Figure 3.

Bus interface to core channels
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Input channel
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Gore command 7

13 I

Gommand avail )
, Gore
~ Gommand progress Gommand chan
~ ------7Input abort
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Parameter chan
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)

Param ready
/ I
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Output ready

~ End of output section

~, Output end

:(_'_G_o_re_s_t_at_us__

fE----~S~ta~tu-savaii

,----- j

I '7
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Output channel

Gore
Status channel

Status ready )

Figure 3: Detailed overview of the channels between the interface and

the core

2.1.1 Signals on tbe bost system side of tbe interface.

This section describes the signals that are visible outside the chip. Their timing requirements and

protocols must conform to the signals used on the computer bus. (The bus that is connected to the
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Specification of the bus interface

CPU, using the ISA expansion bus) The VOO, ground, clock and reset connections are not mentioned

here, they are implicitly present in any IOaSS design.

The system bus runs from the external bus to the bus interface. It carries the following signais:

• data bus (32 bits, bi-directional)

1/0 register reads and writes run over this bus as weil as OMA transfers. The bus is used when

the chip select line is low or when a OMA transfer is in progress.

• address bus (4 bits)

These lines from the system address bus determine which 110 register is read or written

• chip select

A low-active signal that indicates that an 110 register is read or written. This should only be active

when the system indicates that it performs an 110 read or write and if the address bus carries an

address in the range assigned to the chip. This input should be controlled by an address decoder.

One of the signals 'IO_read' and 'IO_write' must be simultaneously active, for a correct 110 transfer

to occur.

• IO_read

This low-active signal is active whenever an 110 register is read by the CPU. It is also active

whenever a memory writing OMA transfer occurs. Data are put on the external bus during the time

this signal is active.

• IO_write

This low-active signal is active whenever an 1/0 register is written by the CPU. It is also active

whenever a memory read OMA transfer occurs. The data is being latched synchronously to the

dock until 'IO_write' goes inactive. The last data latched is the data that will be used.

• ready (rev, open collector)

This low-active signal acknowledges the 'IO_read' and 'IO_write' signais, but only if they have to

do with this device, either OMA actions, or register 110. The signal goes inactive as soon as the

'IO_read' or 'IO_write' goes inactive.

The data bus contains bits numbered from 0 to 31. The data stream is a logical stream of bytes. The

first byte is in bits 0..7 and the last byte is in bits 24.. 31. Ifthe OMA transferwidth is 16 bits, only bits

0.. 15 are used and if the OMA transfer width is 8 bits, only bits 0..7 are used. 1/0 register reads and

writes are always on bits 0..7 of the data bus. If the chip is connected to a system that uses a big

endian byte order, it is best to wire the data bus connections byte-swapped to the system data bus. No

means of internal byte swapping is provided in the interface chip. If only 8- or 16-bit OMA transfers are

possible in the system, the unused lines may be left unconnected.

9



Specification of the bus interface

The DMA channels run from the bus interface to the external DMA controller. The following signals are

present on that bus.

• dma req 0

DMA request signal for DMA channel O.

• dma ack 0 (rev)

low-active DMA acknowledge signal for DMA channel 0

• dma req 1

DMA request signal for DMA channel 1

• dma ack 1 (rev)

low-active DMA acknowledge signal for DMA channel 1

DMA channel 0 is used for memory reading and DMA channel 1 is used for memory writing. Whenever

the bus interface is ready to perform a DMA transfer, it sets the appropriate DREQ signal active and

waits until the DMA controller sets the appropriate DACK signal active. If it is a DMA transfer to

memory, 'IO_read' must also be active. The bus interface will put the data on the data bus during the

time that this signal is active. If it is a transfer from memory, 'IO_write' must also be active. The bus

interface will read the contents of the external data bus and latch them until this signal goes high

(inactive) again. The bus interface drops DREQ as soon as it receives DACK. It will make the 'ready'

signal active as with ordinary 1/0 reads and writes.

The interrupt channel runs from the bus interface to the external CPU. It contains the following signais:

• int req

This is the interrupt request signal, which goes active each time the attention of the CPU is

needed. The signal goes inactive again as soon as the CPU reads the status register.

2.1.2 Signals on tbe core side of tbe interface.

This section describes the signals that connect the bus interface to the core. None of these signals are

visible outside the chip. Most signals farm synchronous handshake channels.

A synchronous protocol is used in which one data item can be sent per clock cycle.

• The receiving end indicates that it is ready to receive.

• The transmitting end indicates that it has data available.

If both signals are high, then the data is latched into a register at the receiving end at the next active

edge of the clock. If the receiver is not ready to receive more data, it sets the ready signallowand the

transmitter must keep the same data available until the receiver is ready to consume it.

10



Specification of the bus interface

This way, flow control is implemented, and the receiver can wait an indefinite time before it sets the

ready signal high. To prevent deadlock, the transmitting module must continue all its tasks that do not

depend on the completion of that transmission. A schematic of the handshake between the interace an

the core can be seen in Figure 4.

Set/Reset

Cleck

Interfacel Core

input=avail

Lead/Held

Set/Reset

Cleck

Cleck

input

l
eady

eutplit avail

Lead/Held

Data accepted

8

Data
1V---..-+--1 Register

I'

32

nput
t-&.....j"""""\J: enversien t-.......+"'J

uffer

'-+-----1 Data

\r-+-"'" Buffers

Set/Reset
Cleck Data accepted

9.~.~.~~~I..~~~.~ :~~~~.1.~~~~ .
Data path .

Figure 4: Schematic of the handshake between the interface and

the core

The sending module contains a flip-flop for 'data available' and a register for the data to be sent. The

receiving module contains a flip-flop 'ready for data'. If both the handshake signals are high, the

receiver receives the data at the next active clock edge, typically by latching it into a register of its own.

The receiver must either reset the flip-flop for the ready signalor it must make sure it can receive more

data at the next clock edge. The transmitter must either reset the data available signalor it must latch

new data into its register for the next clock cycle.

The core input channel runs from the bus interface to the core. It contains the following signais:

11
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• input data (8 bits)

This is the data to be processed by the core

• input avail

This indicates that the data is valid.

• input ready (rev)

This indicates that the core is ready to receive input data or the 'end of input section' or 'input end'

events.

• end of input section

This indicates that a section for the input data has ended. Such a section may be a command

entered by a user or a data block generated by an application. It may take a long time for the next

section to arrive and hence complete transformation of the section is desired before the next

section arrives. This signal indicates to the core that it must process all data of the current section

and then it must send the 'end of output section' signa!.

• input end

This indicates the end of the data stream.

At the most, only one of the 'avail', 'end of section', or 'end' signals may be active at any time. Only

when the 'avail' signaI is high, the data signals are valid. If the core cannot accept more input data, it

will set the ready signal low as long as the data cannot be accepted.

The core output channel runs from the core to the bus interface. It contains the following signais.

• output end (8 bits)

This is the processed data from the core

• output avail

This indicates that the data is valid

• output ready (rev)

this indicates that the bus interface is ready to receive output data or the 'end of output section' or

output end' events.

• end of output section

This indicates that a section of output data is ended. The host system can process this section of

data further before the output block is finished. It may take a long time for data of the next section

to arrive. This signal usually results from an 'end of input section' condition or form section end

markers embedded in the input data itself.

• output end

This indicates the end of the data stream

12
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At the most, only one of the 'avail', 'end of section', or 'end' signals may be active at any time. Only

when the 'avail' signal is high, the data signals are valid.

The core status channel runs from the core to the bus interface. It contains the following signais.

• core status (8 bits)

This is a status code that the core may write when a command is in progress

• status avail

This indicates that status is available

• status ready (rev)

This indicates that the bus interface is ready to receive status information

The core command channel runs from the bus interface to the core. It contains the following signais.

• core command (3 bits)

This is the command, which can take 8 values. 001 reset, 010 run self test, 011, check

parameters, 100-111 perform any of the data transformations.

• command avail

This indicates that a command is available

• command progress (rev)

This signal goes high after the command is received and it goes low when the command is

completed.

• input abort

Indicates that the bus interface aborts the command of the core.

• output abort (rev)

Indicates that the core aborts the commando

The core parameter channel runs from the bus interface to the core. It contains the following signais.

• param number (4 bits)

The parameter number that must be set or read

• param value (8 bits bi-directional)

The value of the parameter

• param read

This indicates that a parameter is read by the bus interface. The core should store the parameter

at the next active edge of the clock

• param write

This indicates that a parameter is written by the bus interface. The core should store the parameter

at the next active edge of the clock.

• param ready (rev)

This is the acknowledge signal for the parameter channel.

13
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This channel is used to read and write the 16 parameters of the core. These parameters influence the

processing that the core performs. The core is responsible for storing the parameters. This channel

may only be used when there is no command in progress.

2.2 Operation of the bus interface

2.2.1 Device registers

The CPU in the computer communicates to the device through sixteen 8-bit 110 addresses. Some of

the registers are read-only. Writing to them will have no effect. The registers that are write able will give

the last value written to them if they are read. Reading the 'parameter register content' will give the

contents of that parameter register whose number is contained in the 'parameter register number'

register. The 1/0 registers of the interface are organized as follows:

110 Device registers

A3 A2 A1 Aa Register function

a a a a Command register

a a a 1 Interface mode

a a 1 a Status register (read only)

a a 1 1 Interface error code (read only)

a 1 a a Input block size LO

a 1 a 1 Input block size Hl

a 1 1 a Bytes_read_LO (read only)

a 1 1 1 Bytes_read_HI (read only)

1 a a a Output block size LO

1 a a 1 Output block size Hl

1 a 1 a Bytes written LO (read only)

1 a 1 1 Bytes wriUen Hl (read only)

1 1 a a Parameter register number

1 1 a 1 Parameter register content

1 1 1 a Reserved (read only)

1 1 1 1 Core Error Code (read only)

As can be seen, the registers are organized by pairs of read/write and read only registers. That way,

an easy discrimination can be made, whether the register that is addressed is write able.
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The following registers are available in the interface:

• Command register

The command register is the main register for the CPU to give commands to the device. The

command register is organized as follows:

Command register

bits val description

7 1 Abort operation

6-5 00 No input-related command

01 Continue reading next input block

10 End of input section

11 End of input

4-3 00 No output-related command

01 Continue writing next output block

10 Acknowledge end of output section condition

11 Reserved

2-0 000 No further command

001 Reset device

010 Run self-test

011 Enter programming mode

1xx Run any of four different types of data transformations

• Interface mode

The interface mode register determines several parameters of the interface between the

compression chip and the rest of the system. The interface mode register is organized as follows:
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Interface mode register

bits val description

7 1 Generate IRQ signal when appropriate

6-5 00 8 bit OMA

01 16 bit OMA

10 32 bit OMA

11 Reserved

4-1 0000 Reserved, set to 0

0 0 Continue same output block after end of output section

1 Start new output block after end of output section

• Status register (read-only)

The status register indicates the status of the device. It should be read by the CPU after an

interrupt is received to determine the cause of the interrupt. The act of reading this register clears a

pending interrupt request signa!. The status register is organized as follows:

Status register

bits val description

7 1 Operation is aborted

6-5 00 Input in progress

01 Waiting for next input block

10 Input section is ended

11 Input is ended

4-3 00 Output in progress

01 Waiting for next output block

10 Output section is ended

11 Output is ended

2-0 000 Ready to accept new command

001 Initialization sequence in progress

010 Self-test in progress

011 Core programming in progress

1xx Any of four different types of data transformations in progress

• Interface error code (read-only)

The interface error register indicates errors that relate to the bus interface. The interface error code

register is organized as follows:

!Interface error code register
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bits val deseription

7 1 Reserved

6 1 DMA request timed out or the inappropriate 'IO_read'

or 'IO_write' signal was present. (No DACK within 1000

cloek eycles after DREQ is eonsidered a time out.)

5 1 Aborted by Abort eommand

4 1 Internal error in interface

3 1 Inappropriate eommand given

2 1 Error deteeted by eore

1-0 xx Reserved

• Input block size LO

• Input block size Hl

The input bloek size registers determine the input bloek size. The registers eontain the low and the

high byte respeetively. A value of 0 means a size of 65536. The size may be altered between a

request for next input bloek and a eommand to indieate "continue reading next bloek".

• Bytes read LO (read-only)

Bytes read Hl (read-only)

After a data transformation operation is finished, and after a 'end of input seetion' condition, the

values of the registers 'bytes read' are meaningful. They indieate the number of bytes aetually read

from the last input bloek. Here too, a value of 0 means a size of 65536 bytes. When 0 bytes were

to be read from the last bloek, a request for that bloek would not have been issued in the first

plaee.

• Output block size LO

• Output block size Hl

The output bloek size registers determine the output bloek size. The registers eontain the low and

the high byte respeetively. A value of 0 means a size of 65536. The size may be altered between a

request for next output bloek and a eommand to indieate "continue writing next bloek".

• Bytes written LO (read-only)

• Bytes written Hl (read-only)

After a data transformation operation is finished, and after an 'end of output seetion' condition, the

values of the registers 'bytes written' are meaningful. They indieate the number of bytes aetually

written to the last output bloek. Here too, a value of 0 means a size of 65536 bytes. When 0 bytes

were to be written to the last bloek, a request for that bloek would not have been issued in the first

plaee.

• Parameter register number

The 'parameter register number' eontains the number of the register, whose value is written into, or

ean be read from, the 'parameter register content' register.
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• Parameter register content

The 'parameter register content' contains the value of the register, which number is stored in the

'parameter register number' register.

• Reserved

• Core Error Code (read-only)

The core error code register indicates errors that relate to the processing core.

The device has a number of parameter registers. These control several parameters of the compression

algorithm. They can only be changed when the device is in programming mode. One alters the

contents of parameter register #n by writing #n to the 'parameter register number' register, and then

the desired contents to the 'parameter register content' register. After writing a value to the 'parameter

register content', the 'parameter register number' is automatically incremented. One finishes the

programming by writing the 'End of Input' command to the command register. The parameters are then

checked for consistency, which is followed by an interrupt request. Then the status bit 7 (operation is

aborted) is set if the parameters were invalid, and cleared if they were valid parameters.

2.2.2 Initialization and abortion commands

As soon as the device starts, or when the reset line is activated or when the reset command is sent to

the command register, the device sets itself to a known state. The bus interface sends the reset

command (001) to the core as part of the reset sequence. The core will drop the 'command progress'

signal to indicate that it has finished the reset sequence.

As long as the reset sequence is in progress, bits 0-2 of the status register indicate 001 (Initialization

sequence in progress). When the device finishes the reset sequence, the status register reads 000

(Ready to accept new command). All bits in the interface mode register are O. This creates the

following condition:

• (7) Don't generate IRQ signals

• (6-5) 8-bit DMA

• (4-1) reserved, set to 0

• (0) Continue same output block after end of output section.

The device does not generate interrupts as long as bit 7 of the interface mode register is not set.

From this state, any command may be given. When any command is in progress no other command

may be given before the command is terminated. All commands except reset can be terminated

prematurely by setting bit 7 (Abort operation) in the command register. This will send the 'input abort'

signal to the core. Any scheduled data transfers are canceled immediately and the core will usually

drop the 'command progress' signal in a short time.
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After this, bits 0-2 in the status register will be 0 (ready to accept new command) and an interrupt will

be generated if interrupts are enabled. Bit 7 in the status register is set (operation is aborted) and the

interface error register will have bit 5 set. (aborted by abort command)

If the bus interface itself detects an error, it will send the 'input abort' signal to the core, which will lead

to the same chain of events as described above, except that different bits are set in the interface error

register.

The core itself may terminate any command except reset prematurely by activating the 'output abort'

signal. The core may drop the 'command progress' signal the next dock cycle. Before it drops the

'command progress' signal, the core may write a code through the core status channel. An interrupt will

be generated if interrupts are enabled. Bit 7 in the status register is set (Operation is aborted), and the

interface error code register has bit 2 set (Error detected by core). The core error code register will

contain the status code written by the core through the status channel.

The interface mode register may only be written if no commands are in progress. If the self test

command (010) is given, the bus interface may run a self test for its own hardware. If the interface

passes the test, it sends the self test command to the core. The core will either drop the 'command

progress' signal (which indicates that the test was passed) or it will send the 'output abort' signal

(which indicates that the test failed). An interrupt is generated if interrupts are enabled. The self test is

additional to an externally activated scan-path test.

If the programming command (011) is given, the bus interface will respond to write commands to the

'parameter register number'- and 'parameter register content' register. Whenever the 'parameter

register content' register is written, the bus interface will send the content along with the last parameter

register number to the core parameter channel. The core must store the parameter immediately.

Whenever the parameter content register is read, the bus reads the appropriate parameter register

through the core parameter channel. If the end of input command is written to the command register,

the bus interface sends the check parameters command to the core. The core will either drop the

'command progress' signal (valid parameters) or it will activate the 'output abort' signal (no valid

parameters). An interrupt is generated if interrupts are enabled.

Four data transformation commands can be given, 100,101,110 and 111. All these commands will

initiate data transfer from and to the core and then the same command is given to the core. These

commands may be combined with the ready for next input and output commands in the command

register, so that the first blocks can be processed immediately.

2.2.3 Data transfers
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During normal operations of the chip, one of the four data transformation commands is in progress.

Data input and data output work independent of each other and of the core.

Data is read from the memory 8, 16 or 32 bits at a time and they are presented to the core 8 bits at a

time. The input block size is specified in bytes and as many DMA transfers are performed to get that

many input bytes. Up to three dummy bytes may be read if the input block size is not a multiple of the

DMA transfer width.

Example: There are 1021 databytes to be read, in 32 bits DMA mode. There are 256 32-bit DMA

transfers of 4 bytes each necessary to transfer 1024 databytes. Therefore, the last three databytes

read are dummy bytes. Would the DMA mode have been 16-bits, then it would take 511 16-bit DMA

transfers of 2 bytes each, to transfer 1022 bytes. Then only the last databyte read would be a dummy

byte.

If a whole block is read, an interrupt is generated and bits 6-5 in the status register are 01 (Waiting for

next input bloek). Now the CPU may write a different input block size to the registers and then it may

send any of three input commands to the command register. If it sends 01 into bits 6-5 of the command

register (continue reading next input bloek), the bus interface will read a new block of input data. If it

sends 10 into bits 6-5 of the command register (end of input section), the bus interface will present the

'end of input section' signal to the core. If it sends 11 into bits 6-5 of the command register (end of

input), the bus interface will present the 'input end' signal to the core. These two signals will be

presented in sequence with any data that was already read but not yet presented to the core. Input end

will not by itself terminate the operation. After an 'end of input section' command, the command 01

written to bits 6-5 of the command register (continue reading next input bloek) will resume the data

input. After the 'input end' command this is not allowed. The core will not be notified of the fact that the

bus interface waits for a new block of input.

Output data are generated by the core 8 bits at a time and the bus interface writes them to memory 8,

16 or 32 bits at a time. The output block size is specified in bytes and as many DMA transfers are

performed to write that many output bytes. The last DMA transfer may contain up to three dummy

bytes if the output block size is not a multiple of the DMA transfer size. (See the example with DMA

input data) The dummy bytes must be filled in by the interface. The dummy bytes are treated as slaek,

just as slack with disk space. If a whole block is written, and the core has more data available to be

sent to memory, an interrupt is generated and bits 4 and 3 in the status register are 01 (waiting for next

output bloek). The CPU may then write a different output block size to the registers and it must then

send the command 01 to bits 4-3 of the command register (continue writing next output bloek). Then

the bus interface will write a new block of output data. The core may send an 'end of output section' or

'output end' signa!. First, all data that was sent by the core but that was not written by the bus interface,

is written by the bus interface and then an interrupt is generated. At that time both the input transfer

and the output transfer are halted. The Bytes read- and Bytes written registers may be read by the
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CPU. If it was an 'output end' signal, the data transformation has come to and end. If it was an 'end of

output section' signal, the CPU must send 10 into bits 4-3 of the command register to resume the

operation. The core must drop its command in progress signal soon after the output end signal is

acknowledged.

After an 'end of output section' command, either a new output block is started or the same output block

is continued. In the latter case it is important that the 'end of output section' command may only be

given if the core wrote a number of bytes that is a multiple of the DMA transfer size.
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3. Implementation of the bus interface

3.1 Dividing the design into subschematics

3.1.1 Introduction

So far, the description of the design in the last two chapters was only a specification. In this chapter we

will explain the division of the total design into smaller parts, and all of their requirements. The

specification of the smaller parts will follow, after splitting the design in submodules. After a few

introductory paragraphs, this chapter is organized in the same way, the design is organized. IDaSS

makes it possible to make a hierarchical design, using subschematics. The same subdivision used in

the design, will also be used in this report. To find a description of a subschematic, you will have to

look in the corresponding subparagraph. A complete schematic overview of the hierarchical structure

of the interface design can be found in Appendix A, on page 97. In Figure 5 you can see a toplevel

overview of the interface. The surrounding logie is used for testing purposes, and is not part of the

actual interface design.
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Figure 5: The toplevel overview of the design

In reading the previous specification, it is clear, that the chip design must be done in sueh a way, that

the speed performance is optimized, as far as the data throughput is concerned. One of the ways to

enhance the speed, is using the DMA chip in the computer. At the same time, all data must also be

transferred from the processing core to the databus, through the interface part. The interface part

therefore must be able to offer the data to the databus, and read from it, at high speeds. Also, the
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interface must use a handshake with the core, that is as fast as possible. This handshake is also

crucial, because the data is processed bytewise by the core. Therefore this handshake will be

performed more frequently than the DMA handshake with the outside world, especially, when the

outside world uses a 32 bit architecture.

By putting the controls and the data path in separate design blocks, the data path design is kept as

clear and straightforward as possible. This way most controlling tasks of the interface are separated

from the data stream. The clearness of total design also takes advantage of this separation.
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Figure 6: The chip interface, divided into three blocks

One exception for this separation is made for the 8, 16 and 32 bits conversions, needed for the

different bus architectures. These conversions can best be made as close to the data stream as

possible. This is in fact the only data transformation that is done in the interface. The conversion part
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will only use a "proceed" command from the control part, while the controller handles all other

communication with the peripherals at the same time. This way, the overhead in control will interfere

with the data conversion as little as possible.

Apart from the data path and control path blocks, there will be a general control and test bloek. This

block will contain the logic to sample the signals on the outside (world side) of the chip, and make them

usabie for the interface. It will also contain the test and initialization functionality.

So, the complete design will be split in three major subdesigns:

• The data path block

• The data control path block

• The general control and selftest block

general control and selftest

bus control

110 registers

data path control

interface to wond

ata path

wond to core

core to wond

DMA control

interface to core

Figure 7: General overview of the blocks in the

interface

This division into the various blocks and subschematics can be seen in Figure 7. The way this is

implemented in IDaSS can be seen in Figure 6.

To make the design even more clearly, there has also been in division in data transfer directions in the

data path block and the data control path bloek. The data path block will therefore contain two
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subschematics, one concerned in transporting data from the outside world to the core, and the other

concerned with transporting data from the core to the outside world. The control signals that control

this datapath are also separated into two blocks: One block generating the control signals for the world

to core data path, and one similar bloek, generating the control signals for the core to world data path.

Both the control blocks, are being controlled by the general control and selftest bloek. This block will

control all signals that are common to both the data directions. This creates acontrol hierarchy, with

the general control block on the top level. the data path control block on a lower level, and the data

path block on the lowest level. A schematic overview of the control hierarchy can be seen in Figure 8,

on page 26. The left side of the drawing represents the outside world, and the right side represents the

core side. The control signals are drawn as dotted arrows, while the data streams are drawn as solid

eneral control and selftest

•
•

• I
Y ,.

data path contral •.. ....
14--- -------.- -.

interface to worM interface to core

1+ -+

~ata path I I.. I

I wond to core
I I
I

I I I
I..

I core to wond I
I I

Figure 8: Overview of the hierarchy in control signals

arrows.

Before starting to go into great detail about every bloek, we will try to give some examples. After that,

each of these blocks is explained in full detail in the following paragraphs, following the hierarchy used

in the actuallDaSS design. The documenting of the interface is chosen this way, because it will make

looking up certain subdesigns easier. As a negative consequence, th is chapter will have many

subparagraphs. To make the design still comprehensible, the next paragraph will start with agiobal
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description of the various blocks in the design. It will also contain some examples of events, that occur

in the interface. The detailed descriptions of the function and contents of each block are meant to be

used as a complete reference, and not for getting a c1ear picture of its operation. For this, the next few

paragraphs are meant. This way, the description of the complete interface is kept comprehensible, and

completely documented.

3.1.1.1 Examples ofevents, occurring in tlle interface

In Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11 and Figure 12 flowcharts are drawn, to give an example ofthe

behavior of the interface. This is a behavior model in states, not in actual blocks. The explanation

however is closely related to the design of the interface. Many signals are plainly the same in the

design in IDaSS. We will try to explain every flowchart in this paragraph.

In Figure 9, it all starts with a general description of the startup sequence of the interface. After the

start of the device, or a active reset line, or the reset command, the interface starts to reset itself. After

that reset command to the core, it waits until the core has finished its reset. Meanwhile, the status

register indicates that a reset is in progress. After the signal, that the core has finished its reset, and

the interface has finished it reset, the bits OOOb are written into the status register, indicating the finish

of the reset. The interface has reached the reset ready state.
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Figure 9: Flowchart of initialization and operation of the interface

After reaching the reset ready state, the interface is ready to receive any commando For instance, the

interface mode register can now be programmed, the core can be programmed or a data transfer can

be programmed. After a command has been given, the core indicates that it is working using its

command progress signa!. While a command is in progress, only three signals can cause its premature

termination: a user abort signal (Figure 10), a selfdetected error (Figure 11), or a core abort signal

(Figure 12).

Premature termination by a user abort signal is displayed in Figure 10. It is all started by setting bit 7 in

the command register. All data transfers are then canceled. The input abort signal is sent to the core,

and as areaction the core drops the command progress signa!. Bits 0-2 in the status register indicate

that the interface is ready to accept a new command, while bit 7 in the status register indicates that the

operation was aborted. To get the attention of the CPU, an interrupt is generated. This interrupt is reset

after the CPU has read the status register. Bit 5 in the interface error register indicates that the

command was premature terminated by a user abort.
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Figure 10: Flowchart of premature termination by user abort

In Figure 11 a flowchart is depicted concerning the second command abortion: the premature

termination by a selfdetected error in the interface. If the bus interface detects an error, it sets the

interface error port of the command register operator. As a reaction on this, the input abort signal is

sent to the core. The core responds to this signaI by dropping the command progress signa!. Bits 0-2 in

the status register indicate that the interface is ready to accept a new command, while bit 7 indicates

that the operation is aborted. Because of the change in status, an interrupt is generated. To make clear

that a selfdetected error has stopped the interface, bit 4 in the interface error register is set. After

reading the status register, the pending interrupt is cleared.

In Figure 12 a flowchart is depicted concerning the premature termination of a command by the output

abort signa!. If the core detects an error, it will enable the output abort signa!. Together with this signal,

it will send its status through the core status channel. This status will be written into the core error code

register. All data transfer are canceled. The core drops the command progress signal, indicating that

the current command has been stopped. Bit 7 of the status register is set, to indicate that an operation

has been aborted. Also, an interrupt will be generated, so the CPU will read the status register. The

core error code register contains the error code written into it by the core, through the core status

channel.
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Figure 11: Flowchart of premature termination by a selfdetected error
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core status channel

Cancel scheduled
data transfers

Core drops command
progress signal

Generate interrupt
(if enabled)

Bit 7 in status register is set
(operation is aborted)

Bit 2 in interface error register is set
(error detected by core)

The core error code register contains
the code written through the core
status channel

~core abort J
Ready

Figure 12: Flowchart of premature termination by core abort

3.1.2 The data path block

3.1.2.1 Introduction

The data path block is one of the three major blocks in the interface. This block contains, just as its

name says, the data path. The data path contains the route the data wil! follow, to go from the outside

world to the core, and vice versa. This data path, together with its contral is the most criticaI part of the

interface, and the speed of this path wil! dictate the speed of the total interface.

The data path will handle the following general tasks:

• Storing data to and from the core, independently of each other, using two different channels

• Converting the data width in streams of 8, 16 and 32 bits wide data, and provide data stuffing

To implement the two different channels, that are independent of each other, the design is split into two

separate subdesigns:
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• The world to core data block (WC_data bloek)

• The core to world data block (CW_data bloek)
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Figure 13: The data path block

One block stands tor one channel. Both blocks contain the operators and buffers needed to convert the

data, one trom the outside world to the core, the other trom the core to the outside world. Both blocks

are controlled by their own separate control blocks, located in the data control path. So, the control ot

the world to core data block is located in the interface to world bloek, and the control ot the core to

world data block is located in the interface to core bloek. Both these control blocks are placed in the

data control path, and are described in the corresponding paragraph.

The data path block uses the tollowing busses and connectors:

• The databus trom the outside world

• The conversion (conv) bus, containing the coded tor the conversion type currently used

• The select_WC bus, a control bus tor the buffers in the world to core data block

• The selecCCW bus, a control bus tor the buffers in the core to world data block

• The input_data bus trom the core

• The output_data bus trom the core

• The conversion_WC counter bus, containing the modulo counter used tor converting data trom the

outside world to the core

• The conversion_CW counter bus, containing the modulo counter used tor converting data trom the

core to outside world
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• The hold bus, used for keeping the conversion operator in the core to world data block in its current

state

The specification of the control type busses can be found at the interface to world block for the world to

core data path, and in the interface to core block for the core to world data path. Both these control

blocks are located inside the data control path bloek.

3.1.2.2 The world to core data block

The World to Core data path block basically performs two tasks: buffering data and conversion of the

data width. These tasks only concern the transportation from data from the outside world to the core.

The first task, the buffering of data has to be done for three reasons

• To have the time to be able to perform the datawidth conversion

• To be able to hold the data, in case the core input channels aren't ready to accept data

• To be able to keep the dataflow going continuously, and so keeping the data transfer rate as high

as possible

The number of data buffers to be used must be estimated from the number of cycles aconversion will

take and the maximum number of cycles the data has to be held. There is a minimum need of two data

buffers, on the outside world side, connecting to the databus. This way, one buffer can already receive

the next DMA data, while the other buffer is being transferred to the core simultaneously.

The buffers are located on the data bus side (outside world side) of the bloek, because the datawidth of

the outside world is always equal or greater than the datawidth of the core. If the buffers were placed

on the core side, it would take several 8 bit wide buffers to contain the same data as the two 32 bits

buffers now used. Furthermore, the buffers used are "transparenf' to the core, because the conversion

operator block behind the buffer will introduce no delays between the buffer and the core. This way,

there is only one buffer physically present between the outside databus, and the inside core databus,

providing an architecture for maximum performance.

Conversion of data and pre-Ioading new data is performed independently of each other, keeping the

data rate high.

The world to core datapath block (WC_data) uses the following busses and connectors:

• The data bus, from the outside world

• The select_WC control bus, containing the control signals used for the buffers

• The conv bus, containing the type of conversion used

• The conv_WC count bus, containing the modulo counter used for conversion
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• The input data bus, connected to the core

The world to core datapath block (WC_data) consists itself of:

• Two input buffers, connected to the data bus

• A conversion operator

hold
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Figure 14: The world to core data block
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There are two input buffers, so the next data bytes can be received, while the last one is being

processed by the rest of the conversion operator. This will enhance the throughput of OMA data, and

will result in a high data transfer rate. Should the core be so fast, that it "drains" these databuffers

continuously, more buffers can be added to the input of this bloek. This will also depend on practical

considerations, depending on the performance of the rest of the computer. It should be kept in mind,

that extra buffers also mean extra controller overhead and complexity. Considering the situation, in

which the maximum datatransferrate must be reached, using 32 bits OMA transfers, two buffers will still

be enough, because for every OMA transfer, there have to be four core transfers taking eight cycles, to

empty one buffer. The time to empty a data buffer will almost always be enough for one OMA transfer.

The core only processes data bytewise, so when using 32 bit transfers, every 32 bit word has to be

split into four bytes. If the core needs one clock cycle to process a byte, there will be four clock cycles

available for the interface to get the new 32 bit word, and to do the conversion of the last one

simultaneously. With the data already in the second buffer, the core will almost never be waiting for

new data.

The buffers of the input stage are controlled by a control bus called select_WC, that is driven from the

interface to world bloek, located inside the data control path bloek. The architecture for the core to

world data path block is almost similar. The same type of bus, called select_CW is used for controlling
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the buffer inside of the core to world data path bloek. So the same specification applies to both the

select_WC bus as the select_CW bus (note the difference in data transfer direction). The specification

of the signals used on both these data busses are the same, and given in the table below.

Specification of the signals on the Select_WC and Select_CW

busses fram data control path block to the data path block

bits description

2-3 Buffer_1 control of WC data block and CW data block

0-1 Buffer_O contral of WC data block and CW data block

As you can see in the above tabie, in the WC_data bloek, bits 0-1 of the select_WC_bus are connected

to the control input of Buffer_O. Bits 2-3 of the select_WC bus are connected to the contral input of

Buffer_1. The same connections are used in the CW_data bloek. The specification of the contral inputs

of Buffer_O and Buffer_1 as follows.

Specification of bits (3-0) on the select_WC and select_CW bus

bits Value Oescription

2-3 00 Buffer_1 Hold

01 Buffer_1 Load

10 Buffer_1 Hold/Enable

11 Reserved

0-1 00 Buffer_O Hold

01 Buffer_O Load

10 Buffer_O Hold/Enable

11 Reserved

As explained earlier, about the same architecture is used for the core to world data bloek. If the

interface is writing the last data in memory, new data from the core can be received, and made ready

for the next OMA transfer. This way the core doesn't have to wait for every OMA transfer to be

completed, and work at full speed. A more detailed explanation about the core to world data block can

be found in the next paragraph.

3.1.2.2.1 The conversion operator trom world to core

The conversion operator uses a two bit wide countdown input, connected to the mod_in input, to select

the correct byte fram the enabled databuffer, if necessary. This countdown input is derived from a

countdown register, located at the conversion controlling logic, in the interface to world bloek. This
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register keeps counting down on command, changing from the 11 b state to the DDb state. This way,

the counter acts as a modulo counter. When doing 32 bit to 8 bit conversion all the information present

in the modulo register is being used to determine which byte to transfer to the core. The bytes in the

buffer are transferred to the core in the order: LSB to MSB. When doing 16 bit to 8 bit conversion, only

one the least significant bit in the register is used to determine which byte to send to the core. The

conversion operator uses no controlling logic in the control path to determine when to perform its

"convert" function. It always converts the data present on the input, based on the current conversion

type, and modulo counter, and presents this data continuously to the core. If the input presented to the

operator carries an unknown signal, this signal will be presented to the core. This situation is not faulty,

because the controlling logic will not indicate to the core that there is data present. No buffering on the

core side is present, this would only delay the transfer with one c1ockcycle. Also, the output signal from

the core is connected to a data latch in the core that is only operated on indication of the interface, so

an unknown signaion the databus to the core can easily be ignored.

In short: the convert function picks the right byte out of the input stream, and puts it to the core input

buffer.

The conversion keeps converting data automatically, dependent of the conversion type, and the

conversion counter. This counter contrals which byte in the received data has to be transferred to the

core's input data bus. The conversion type determines the type of conversion that is used. The convert

function in the WC_Conversion operator is defined as follows:

"Conversion from World to Core dependent on the value of the conversion type, and the
conversion counter. The convert function acts as a demultiplexer, selecting the bytes from
the input, that are meant to pass through to the core, in the right order. First the LSB
is sent to the core, and then the subsequent higher data bytes"
conversion_out .- (conv = %00)

if1: (buff_in at:O width:8) "8 bit DMA"
ifO: ((conv = %Ol)

if1: ((mod_in at:O) "16 bit DMA"
if1: (buff_in at:O width:8)
ifO: (buff_in at:8 width:8)

)

ifO: (mod_in at:O) "32 bit DMA"
ifO: (( (mod_in at: 1) }

if1: (buff_in at:8 width:8)
ifO: (buff_in at:24 width:8)

}

if1: «( (mod_in at:1»
if1: (buff_in at:O width:8)
ifO: (buff_in at:16 width:8)

The controlling logic of the World to Core data block is placed in the interface to world bloek, located

inside the data control path bloek, so it can be close to all used registers, especially to the DMA

counting registers. A more detailed description of the conversion process can be found in the world to

core section.
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3.1.2.3 The core to world data block

The core to world data path block performs the same two tasks as the world to core data block:

buffering and conversion of data width. These tasks only concern the transportation from data from the

core to the outside world. The data also has to be buffered for the same three reasons, mentioned at

the world to core data path block:

• To be able to perform the datawidth conversion

• To be able to hold the data, in case the output channels aren't ready to accept data

• To be able to keep the dataflow continuously, and 50 keep the data transfer rate as high as

possible

The number of data buffers to be used must be estimated from the number of cycles a conversion will

take and the maximum number of cycles the data has to be held. There is a minimum need of two data

buffers, on the world side, connecting to the databus. This way, one buffer can already be filled with

the next data from the core, while the other buffer is being transferred to the outside world, using DMA

simultaneously. Both tasks can be performed independently of each other, keeping the data rate high.

The data buffers are located on the world side of the interface, because the data width of the world

side is always greater or equal to the data width of the core. By placing the buffers on the world side,

there is only a need for two buffers, instead of several more smaller ones on the core side. By using

this architecture, minimal buffering is used, because the conversion operator presents no extra delay.

The advantages of this construction has also been discussed in the WC data block discussion, on one

of the previous paragraphs.

The core to world datapath block (CW_data) uses the following busses and connectors:

• The data bus, to the outside world

• The select_CW control bus, containing the control signals used for the buffers

• The conv bus, containing the type of conversion used

• The conv_WC count bus, containing the modulo counter used for conversion

• The output data bus, connected to the core

• The hold bus, containing a "hold" signa!.

The world to core datapath block (WC_data) consists itself of:

• Two input buffers, connected to the data bus

• A conversion operator

• An auxiliary register, used internally for assembling incoming data
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Figure 15: The core to world data block

There are two output buffers, so the next data bytes can be received from the core, while the last one

is being transferred to the outside world data bus. This will enhance the throughput of core data, and

will result in a high data transfer rate. Should the core be so fast, that it "overflows" these databuffers

continuously, more buffers can be added to the output of th is bloek. This will also depend on practical

considerations, depending on the performance of the rest of the computer. Similar to the situation in

the world to core data bloek, it should be kept in mind, that extra buffers also mean extra controller

overhead and complexity. Considering the situation, in which the maximum datatransferrate must be

reached, using 32 bits OMA transfers, two buffers will still be enough, because for every OMA transfer,

there have to be four core transfers, to fill one buffer. The time to empty a data buffer will almost

always be enough for one OMA transfer.

The core only processes data bytewise, so when using 32 bit transfers, every 32 bit word has to be

assembied from four core bytes. The core needs two clock cycles to present a byte, so there will be

eight clock cycles available for the interface to transfer the new 32 bit word to memory, and to do the

conversion ofthe new one simultaneously. The time used for transferring data to memory, using 32

bits OMA, will almost always be lesser, than the time that the core needs to fill the other buffer.

The buffers of the output stage are controlled by a control bus calied select_CW, that is driven from the

interface to core bloek, located inside the data control path bloek. The architecture for the world to core

data path block is almost similar. The same type of bus, called select_WC is used for controlling the

buffer inside of the world to core data path bloek. So the same specification applies to both the

select_CW bus as the select_WC bus (note the difference in data transfer direction). The specification

of the signals used on both these data busses are the same, and given in the table below.
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Specification of the signals on the Select_CW and Select_WC

busses from data control path block to the data path block

bits description

2-3 Buffer_1 control of WC data block and CW data block

0-1 Buffer_O control of WC data block and CW data block

As you can see in the above tabie, in the CW_data bloek, bits 0-1 of the select_CW bus are connected

to the control input of Buffer_O. Bits 2-3 of the select_CW bus are connected to the control input of

Buffer_1. The same connections are used in the WC_data bloek. The specification of the control inputs

of Buffer_O and Buffer_1 as follows.

Specification of bits (3-0) on the select_CW and select_WC bus

bits Value Description

2-3 00 Buffer_1 Hold

01 Buffer_1 Load

10 Buffer_1 Hold/Enable

11 Reserved

0-1 00 Buffer_O Hold

01 Buffer_O Load

10 Buffer_O Hold/Enable

11 Reserved

As explained earl ier, about the same architecture is used for the world to core data bloek. If the

interface is transferring the last data to the core, new data from the outside world data bus can be

received, and made ready for the transfer to the core. A more detailed explanation about the world to

core data block can be found in a previous paragraph.

3.1.2.3.1 The conversion operator from core to world

The conversion operator keeps converting and assembling data automatically, dependent on the

conversion type, the conversion counter and the hold signa!. The conv count counter controls how the

received databyte from the core has to be assembied with the already received databytes. The bytes

from the core are offered to the interface in the following order: LSB to MSB. The conversion type

determines the type of conversion that is used. The convert function in the CW_Conversion operator is

defined as follows:
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"This function collects all bytes from the core, and combines it into the desired output
format. These formats are 32, 16 or 8 bits wide. The controller resets the hold bit, if
the operator has data available. In all other cases, the output will remain the same. The
databytes from the core are assembIed with the LSB first, followed by the higher bytes.
The last byte coming from the core is the most significant byte."

aux . - (hold)
ifl: aux_in "no change"
ifO: «conv=%OO)

ifl: (aux_in at:8 width: 24), conversion in "8-bit OMA"
ifO: «conv=%Ol)

ifl: «mod_in at:O) "16-bit OMA"
ifl: (aux_in at:8 width:24) , convers ion in
ifO: (aux_in at:16 width:16) , conversion_in, (aux_in at:O

width:8)
)

ifO: «mod_in at:O) "32-bit OMA"
ifo: « (mod_in at: l) )

ifl: (aux_in at:16 width:16) , conversion in,
(aux_in at:O width:8)

ifO: conversion_in, (aux_in at:O width:24)
)

ifl: « (mod_in at: 1) )
ifl: (aux_in at:8 width:24) , convers ion in
ifO: (aux_in at: 24 width:8) , conversion_in,

(aux_in at:O width:16)

) .

aux out : = aux.
buff out .- aux.

The controlling logic of the core to world data block is placed in the interface to core bloek, so it can be

close to all used registers, especially to the DMA counting registers. A more detailed description of the

conversion process can be found in the core to world section.

The data conversion takes place automatically, once programmed in the interface mode register. The

DMA size is determined at the beginning of each block transfer. The DMA size command will be given

from the control path, and will be transferred to the data conversion logic using the conv (conversion

type) bus.

In the conversion process, the last bytes that are sent to the world must be stuffed with dummy bits, if

the block size (in bytes) is no multiple of the DMA transfer size. This stuffing is being controlled in the

controlling logic of the core to world data path, located in the interface to core bloek. If the byte transfer

counter in the control path reaches a number greater or equal than the programmed byte counter, the

DMA_start_stop controller will set the conversion modulo counter to zero, forcing the assembied data

to be transferred to the buffer. From the buffers, this data is being transferred to the outside world. The

core will be notified of the end of input, and will not write any more bytes to the buffers.

3.1.3 The data control path block
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The data control path block will consist of two major parts. (see Figure 16)

1. The interface to the world bloek, connected to the inside of the chip (core), servicing the data

stream from world to core.

2. The interface to the core bloek, connected to the inside of the chip (core), servicing the data

stream form core to world.
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Figure 16: The data control path block

This way a clear design-separation will take place between the communication with the outside world

and the inside of the chip. The registers used in the interface also will be divided into three major

groups: One group of registers used mainly for counting bytes read from the outside world, one group

of registers used mainly for counting bytes written to the outside world, and one group of general

purpose registers. The registers that are used for counting purposes, involved in the transfer from data

from the outside world to the core, reside in the interface to world bloek. The related registers, used for

counting the data transfers from the core to the outside world are located in the interface to core bloek.

All other registers, are to be found in the general control and selftest bloek.
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The data control path block will handle the following tasks:

• Maintaining all counting registers, used in the OMA transfers between the core and the outside

world. (Both directions)

• Controlling both data paths

• Taking actions on state changes in the interface or in the core (for instance fault situations in the

data transfer, generating interrupts)

The data control path block contains the following busses and connectors:

• The reLsel bus, the internal bus used for controlling the registers in the interface

• The reg_data bus, the internal bus used for data transport from registers to the outside world

• The dma_r_rdy bus, containing the information, when a valid OMA read cycle has been detected.

• The dma_r_ava bus, containing the information, when the interface has been programmed to get

data from the outside world, and has not yet gotten all data.

• The dma_w_rdy bus, containing the information, when a valid OMA write cycle has been detected.

• The dma_w_ava bus, containing the information, when the interface has been programmed to send

data to the outside world, and has data available

• The command65 bus: containing the command part of the command register, for reading data from

the outside world

• The status65 bus: containing the status part meant for the status register, for reporting back the

status of reading data from the outside world

• The command43 bus: containing the command part of the command register, for writing data to the

outside world

• The status43 bus: containing the status part meant for the status register, for reporting back the

status of writing data to the outside world

• The readjnt bus: containing the interrupt signa!, caused by the interface to world block

• The write_int bus: containing the interrupt signal, caused by the interface to core block

• The input avail bus, containing a signal, indicating when the data is available to the core

• The input ready bus, containing the response from the core, when the data has been latched

• The output avail bus, containing a signal, indicating that the core has data ready for transfer

• The output ready bus, containing the response from the interface to the core, indicating that the

interface has latched the data

• The conv (conversion) bus, indicating the type of conversion currently used

• The conv_WC count bus, containing the modulo counter used for world to core data conversion

• The select_WC bus, containing the signals used for controlling the buffers in the world to core data

block

• The conv_CW count bus, containing the modulo counter used for core to world data conversion

• The select_CW bus, containing the signals used for controlling the buffers in the core to world data

block
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• The hold bus, containing an extra hold signal used in the core to world data conversion.

The data control path block consists itself only of two subschematics and connectors. It contains no

logic functions.

The Interface to the world subschematic does all the controlling necessary to maintain the fast data

communication with the outside world. The interface to the core does all the controlling necessary to

maintain the fast data communication with the core.

The two blocks are separated in functionality: The data logic on the outside of the interface on the core

side has little need to know what happens in the rest of the chip, and vice versa. Information exchange

between the two separate control blocks is kept as minimal as possible. As a consequence, both

blocks work independentlyon this level. On a higher contraI level, controlled by the general control and

selftest block, both blocks are operated by a common control.

All general information concerning the interface is to be found in the general control and test block. If it

should be necessary to transfer information from the interface to world block to the interface to core

block, it will be transferred using the general control and test block.

3.1.3.1 The interface to the world block

The interface to the world block is located inside the data control path. A picture of the interface to

world block is to be seen in Figure 17. lts main function is controlling the datapath from the outside

world to the core. To be able to do so, this block combines the information it gets fram the programmed

internal registers, the outside world (OMA) status and its internal byte transfer counters. The interface

to the world block is one of the most complicated blocks in the total design.

The block is being controlled by two levels of control signais. In Figure 17, a rough subdivision into two

functional parts can be made. One part, above the merge block, represents the higher level of contro/.

The other part, the merge block and below, represents the lowest level of control in the block. The

highest level of contral, reigned by the general control and test block, takes care of the starting and

stopping of the OMA process. The lower level control will request the OMA cycles needed, and will

contral the buffers in the data path.

The interface to the world will handle the following tasks:

• Interrupt generation concerning the world to core data transfer process

• Acting upon commands in the command register

• Reporting back its current status to the status register

• OMA handling

• Counter register control
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• Control the handshake with the core

• Control of the data path (buffers and conversion) from world to core

I •reload--X'dy

Figure 17: The interface to world block

The interface to the world will contain two main groups of registers: The 110 counter registers, who can

be read and writlen by the CPU, and registers for internal use. Based on the contents of these

registers, datatransfer is controlled by the controllers from the outside world to the core. At the same

time the current counter status can be read back by the outside world.

There will be no direct connection between the interface to the world block and the interface to the core

bloek. Such connections are all made via the general control and test bloek. This construction is

chosen for clarity reasons, and because of the demand to be able to implement a self test. The

interconnections between the larger blocks must be minimal, and easy to understand. This way, a

selftest of the individual modules will be easier to add in a later stage.

The interface to the world uses the following busses and connectors:

• The command65 bus: containing the command part of the command register, for reading data from

the outside world

• The status65 bus: containing the status part meant for the status register, for reporting back the

status of reading data from the outside world
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• The readJnt bus: containing the interrupt signal, caused by the interface to world block

• The reg_sel bus, the internal bus used for controlling the registers in the interface

• The reg_data bus, the internal bus used for data transport from registers to the outside world

• The dma_r_rdy bus, containing the information, when a valid DMA read cycle has been detected.

• The dma_r_ava bus, containing the information, when the interface has been programmed to get

data from the outside world, and has not yet gotten all data.

• The input avail bus, containing a signal, indicating when the data is available to the core

• The input ready bus, containing the response from the core, when the data has been latched

• The conv (conversion) bus, indicating the type of conversion currently used

• The conv count bus, containing the modulo counter used for world to core data conversion

• The select_WC bus, containing the signals used for controlling the buffers in the world to core data

block

The interface to world consists itself of:

• The following 110 registers:

In_blk_size_LO: Contains the low byte of the input block size

In_blk_size_HI: Contains the high byte of the input block size

Bytes_read_LO: Not physically present as a register, but generated by the byte_counter operator

from the Byte_reads register. It contains the low byte of the number of bytes read from the outside

world

Bytes_read_HI: Not physically present as a register, but generated by the byte_counter operator

from the Byte_reads register. It contains the high byte of the number of bytes read from the outside

world

• The following internal registers:

Comm_65: Containing a part of the current command in the command register that has to do with

the datatransfer from world to core

Comm65_dly: Contains the same information as comm_65, but one cycle delayed

Status_65: Contains the part of the status information read by the status register, indicating the

status of the datatransfer from world to core

Read_intr: Contains the interrupt signal, generated by the world to core datatransfer process

Conv mode: Latches the current conversion mode used

Reload_reg: Contains the control signals used for controlling the buffers in the interface to world

block, generated by the reload controller

Reload_sel: Selects the buffer, currently being reloaded with DMA data

Reload_rdy: Indicates if reloading has finished

Dma_r_rdy: Indicates detection of a valid DMA cycle, data on databus is ready

Dma_r_ava: Indicates that the DMA counter hasn't reached zero yet, and that there is still data to

be transferred
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Convert_reg: Contains the control signals used for controlling the buffers in the interface to world

block, generated by the convert controller

Convert_sel: Selects the buffer, currently being used for conversion

Conv_count: Indicates which byte of the data has to be transferred to the core, used by convert

In_avail: Indicates that there is data available to the core

In_ready: Contains the acknowledge signaI from the core, data has been accepted by the core

• The following state controllers

OMA_start_stop: Handles the general starting and stopping of the OMA transfers

Reload: Handles the reloading of buffers, using OMA transfers

Convert: Converts the data in the buffers to the format used by the core

• Operator merge: Merges the control signals from the Reload and Convert controller. The output of

this block is send to the interface to world block, using the select_WC bus.

The complete controlling task intensively uses several internal and 110 registers, so for "clarity of

design" reasons, all of the registers must be located near the controller that uses them. For that

reason, there has not been chosen to split th is controlling part into more subschematics. This would

have only complicated the design. Another reason for this is the fact that IOaSS controllers only can

use the contents of registers on the same level, or on a subschematic. Therefore, the higher level

controllers must always be on a higher or equal plane as the registers they will use.

The higher level control part of the interface to world block contains one state controller:

oMA_start_stop. Based on the contents of the command register, and the counters, this controller will

teil the lower level control part to proceed or to stop.

The lower level control part of the interface to world block contains two state controllers, which perform

all tasks. The two controllers work independently, communicating only through their own selection and

ready registers (reload_sel, convert_sel and reload_rdy) One state controller, reload, keeps filling the

databuffers, using OMA, as long as this is necessary. The other state controller, convert, keeps

converting the data that is loaded in the buffers, and presents it to the core.

Both the higher level control, and the lower level control of this block will be discussed in the next

paragraphs in more detail.

3.1.3.1.1 Higher level control of the datapath from world to core

The higher level control of the data path from world to core is done by the OMA_start_stop controller.

This controller, gets its commands directly from the command registers. It monitors the state of the
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comm_65 and comm65_dly register constantly, to see a change of commando Furthermore, it

constantly sends back its status to the status register, using the status_65 register. If necessary, it

sends an interrupt to the CPU. (This will only work if the interrupts are enabled). The full text of the

DMA_start_stop controller can be seen in Figure 18.

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\Interfaee_To_World\DMA_start_stop':
----------------------v----------------------
"This bloek controls the start and end of an DMA bloek transfer, The number of byte reads
is multiplied with 2, when using 16 bits transfers, and by 4, when using 32 bits
transfers."

DMA_start_stop:
"This statement starts the DMA transfers from zero"
[«eomm 65 = %01) /\ (comm65 dly -= %01»
11 Byte=reads setto: 0 "Reset the bytes_read counter"
10
1 ;

"This statement eontrols the DMA_r_ava register, whieh indicates that there is still DMA
data to be transferred, so DMA read cycles must be requested"
[_Hold := (comm_65 = %10). "End of input seetion"
_InputEnd := (eomm_65 = %11). "Input end"
_Inblksize := (In_blk_size_HI, In_blk_size_LO) .
_Bytes := %1 width: 16.
_BytesInStore := _Bytes shl: conv_mode. "Number of bytes in other buffer"
_ReadBlkSize:= Byte_reads + _BytesInStore width: 16.
_RESULT := «_ReadBlkSize => _Inblksize) \/ <_Hold) \/ (_InputEnd» .
RESULT "Test on value of result"

10 dma r ava setto: 1
11 dma_r_ava setto: 0
1 ;

"This statement sets the interrupt signal, af ter the last DMA transfer"
[_Inblksize := In_blk_size_HI,In_blk_size_LO.
_Bytes := %1 width: 16.
_BytesInStore := _Bytes shl: conv_mode. "Number of bytes in other buffer"
_ReadBlkSize := Byte_reads + _BytesInStore width: 16.
_READY := (_ReadBlkSize => _Inblksize) .

_READY "Result to set the interrupt on"
10 read_intr setto: 0
11 read_intr setto: 1; status_65 setto: %01
1

Figure 18: Text of the DMA_start_stop controller, in the interface to world block

As can be seen in the description, the controller contrals three functions basically:

• Starting and stopping a DMA transfer

• Controlling the DMA_r_ava register, requesting DMA cycles

• Generating interrupts

When a new command is given, the transfer is being started by resetting the number of byte transfers,

in the Byte_reads register, to zero. On the basis of the contents of the command register, the

DMA_r_ava register is set, which will teil the general control and test block to request DMA cycles,

because the transfer of data has not yet been finished. With the evaluation of the Byte_reads register,

in respect to the block size to be transferred, the number of bytes currently present in the buffers is

also used. For instance, when doing 32 bits transfers, there are four bytes in the previous buffer
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present. To stop the OMA process, these bytes are also taken into consideration in requesting new

OMAcycles.

After finishing the transfer of a complete block an interrupt is generated, on which the CPU will read the

status signal, to see why the interrupt was generated in the first place.

3.1.3.1.2 Lower level control of the datapath from world to core

The interface to world contains, on a lower level, the controlling logic for the datapath control of the

world to the core data block. The controlling signals for the buffers in that block are transported using

the Select_WC bus. The modulo counter, used with the conversion is transported using the con_count

bus. To control the conversion, a rather complex method is used. Two controllers are used, one for the

conversion, and one for the reloading of buffers. These controllers both have to send their signals over

the Select_WC bus. Because this bus can only be driven by one device, both signaIs have to be

combined using a merge operator.

The conversion controller controls the actual conversion, and the handshaking with the core. The

reload controller keeps the buffers filled, so the data can be transferred without any delay. As long as

there is data to be transferred, the reload controller keeps using OMA and keeps sampling data from

the databus. As long as there is valid data present in the buffers, the conversion controller keeps

converting this data, and presenting it to the core.

3.1.3.1.2.1 Counting byte transfers using the byte counter operator

To replace the bytes_read_LO and bytes_read_HI registers, an operator in combination with a register

is used. The register contains the number of byte transfers done by the interface to world block. When

requested by the reg_seI bus, the contents of the bytes_read_LO or bytes_read_HI registers is

calculated based on the number of byte transfers. To simulate both registers, the operator has two

functions, controlled by the control input, normally connected to the control input of the registers. The

functions are: bytes_read_HI, to simulate the corresponding register, and bytes_read_LO. The

description of the functions of the byte_counter operator can be seen in Figure 19. The control input

determines which function is performed. Normally, a function is not defined. Only when the

bytes_read_LO or the bytes_read_HI registers would be addressed, the operator puts the right value

on the internal bus.
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Text for function 'Bytes_read_Hl' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\lnterface_To_World\Byte_counter':
----------------------v----------------------
"This operator converts the number of bytes read
to the number of bytes read Hl requested."
Bytes_read :=Byte_reads from: 8 to: 15

Text for function 'Bytes_read_LO':
----------------------v----------------------
"This operator converts the number of bytes read
to the number of bytes read LO requested."
Bytes_read :=Byte_reads from: 0 to: 7

Figure 19: Text of the byte_counter operator, in the interface to world block

3. 1.3. 1.2.2 Data re/Dading using the re/oad state controller

First thing, the interface has to do, before it can start sending data to the core, is load data from the

outside world. This reloading is done by the reload controller. A complete functional description of this

controller is given below. As soon as the command is given to transfer a number of bytes, using OMA,

the dma_r_ava register is set by the OMA_start_stop controller, requesting a OMA cycle. The reload

controller waits for the dma_r_rdy signa!. As soon as the databus contains valid data, indicated by

dma_r_ready, this data is taken from the bus, by activating the load action of the appropriate buffer.

After sampling the data, the convert state controller is informed of the new data that is available, by

setting the reload ready fJag. At the same time, the reload_sel register is increased, so the next data

will be read in the other data buffer.
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Text for state number 1 (reset state) of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\Interface_To_World\Reload':

----------------------v----------------------
Init1;

[dma_r_rdy
10 « "No data available"

11
[reload_sel "select buffer to load data"
10 reload_reg setto: %0001
11 reload_reg setto: %0100
] ;

reload sel inc;
reload_rdy setto:1 "set flags for convert"

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 2;
----------------------v----------------------
Init2:

reload_reg setto: %0000;
[reload_rdy "Acknowledge from convert received 7"
10 "received, fill next buffer"
11 « "Wait until received"
]

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 3:

----------------------v----------------------
startup:

[dma r rdy
10 <~ -;;-NO data available to fill next buffer"

11
(reload_sel "select buffer to load data"
10 reload_reg setto: %0001
11 reload_reg setto: %0100;
] ;

reload sel inc;
reload_rdy setto:1 "set flags for convert"

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 4:
----------------------v----------------------
cont load:

reload_reg setto: %0000;
(reload_rdy "Acknowledge from convert received 7"
10 -> startup "received, fill next buffer"
11 « "Wait until received"
]

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 20: Text of the reload controller, in the interface to world block

When starting the reloading process, two databuffers are available for reloading. After initialization

however, there is only one buffer available left for reloading. The reloading continues, as long as there

is new data available on the databus, and an empty databuffer available. Databuffers become available

again for reloading after its data has been converted by the conversion operator, and sent to the core.

3.1.3.1.2.3 Data conversion using the convert state controller
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The next thing the interface has to do, after getting the data from the outside world into its buffers, is

converting this data, and sending it to the core as quickly as possible. For this purpose it uses the

convert state controller. A complete functional description of th is controller is given below in Figure 21.

"1 - # of bytes/conversion"
"1 - # of bytes/conversion"
"1 - # of bytes/conversion"

setto: %00
setto: %01
setto: %11

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\Interface_To_World\Convert':
----------------------v----------------------
waitforload:

[reload_rdy
10 « "reload not ready"
11 "conversion in progress"

reload_rdy setto: 0; "Acknowledge start of convers ion to reload controller"
in_avail setto: 1;
[conv_mode
1%00 conv_count
1%01 conv_count
1%10 conv_count
1 ;
[convert sel
10 conve~t_reg setto: %0010;
11 convert_reg setto: %1000;
1

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 2:

----------------------v----------------------
convert:

[in_ready "Check if core was ready during last transfer"
10 « "hold current value"
11 Byte reads inc; "Succesfull transfer, increase counter"

[conv_count "offer next byte to core, countdown until zero"
%00
%01 conv count dec; «
%10 conv count dec; «
%11 conv count dec; «

1

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 3:
----------------------v----------------------
convertcontinue:

[in_ready "check if core was ready during last byte transfer"
10 « "wait for last transfer ok"
11 convert sel inc; "conversion complete, use other buffer"

[reload rdy "Is new data available ?"
10 conv~rt_reg setto: %0000; "No new data available"

in_avail setto: 0;
-> waitforload

11 "new data available, continue conversion"
reload_rdy setto: 0; "acknowledge start of conversion to reload controller"
[conv_mode "restart conversion counter"
1%00 conv_count setto: %00 "1 - # of bytes/conversion"
1%01 conv_count setto: %01 "1 - # of bytes/conversion"
1%"10 conv_count setto: %11 "1 - # of bytes/conversion"
) ;

[convert_sel "inverse, not yet increased"
11 convert_reg setto: %0010;
10 convert_reg setto: %1000;
l; -> convert

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 21: Text of the convert controller, in the interface to world block
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For conversion purposes, a modulo counter is used. For that, a simple register (conv_count) is used,

that counts down from 11 b -> 1Ob -> 01 b -> OOb (In the case of 32 to 8 bit conversion). This register is

initialized with one minus the number of bytes to be transferred per cycle. So when using 32 to 8 bit

conversion, it is loaded with 11 b, when using 16 to 8 bit conversion it is loaded with 01 b, and when

using 8 bit to 8 bit conversion it is loaded with OOb. When this register contains OOb, this indicates the

end of the transfer

After the first data has been received in the buffer, conversion starts immediately, with the initialization

of the counters, whilst presenting the first byte to the core. Right after each acceptance of data by the

core, the next byte is presented, and the countdown counter is lowered. Also, the Byte_reads counter

is increased, after every successful transfer of a databyte to the core. This continues, until the counter

reaches zero, indicating the transfer of the last byte from the data in the buffer. When the counter

reaches zero, the contents of the next databuffer is evaluated, and if there is data present in the buffer,

it is presented immediately to the core, and the counter is reinitialized. If there is no data present in the

next buffer, conversion is suspended, until the reload controller has reloaded the next buffer.

3.1.3.2 The inteiface to the core block

The interface to the core block is located inside the data control path. A picture of the interface to core

block is to be seen in Figure 22. lts main function is controlling the datapath from the core to the

outside world. It has almost the same functionality as the interface to world block, but this block

services the data path that runs in the opposite data transfer direction. The explanation of this block is

mainly the same as the one used in the interface to world block. There are some differences however.
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Figure 22: The interface to core block

To be able to control the data stream from core to the world, th is block combines the information it gets

from the programmed internal registers, the outside world (OMA) status, and its internal byte counters.

The interface to the core block is as complicated as the interface to the world bloek.

This block is, just as the interface to world bloek, controlled by two levels of control signais. In Figure

22, a rough subdivision into two functional parts can be made. One part, above the merge bloek,

represents the higher level of control. The other part, the merge block and below, represents the lowest

level of control in the bloek. The highest level of contro!, reigned by the general control and test bloek,

takes care of the starting and stopping of the OMA process. The lower level control will request the

OMA cycles needed, and will control the buffer in the data path.

The interface to the core will handle the following tasks:

• Interrupt generation concerning the core to world data transfer process

• Acting upon commands in the command register

• Reporting back its current status to the status register

• OMA handling

• Counter register control

• Control of the handshake with the core

• Control of the data path (buffers and conversion) from core to world
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The interface to the core will, just as the interface to the world contain two main groups of registers:

The 1/0 counter registers, who can be read and written by the CPU, and registers for internal use.

Based on the contents of these registers, datatransfer is controlled from the core to outside world. At

the same time the current counter status can be read back by the outside world.

There will be no direct connection between the interface to the core block and the interface to the world

block. Such connections are all made via the general control and test block. This construction is

chosen for clarity reasons, and because of the demand to be able to implement a self test. The

interconnections between the larger blocks must be minimal, and easy to understand. This way, a

selftest of the individual modules will be easier to add in a later stage.

The interface to the core uses the following busses and connectors:

• The command43 bus: containing the command part of the command register, for writing data to the

outside world

• The status43 bus: containing the status part meant for the status register, for reporting back the

status of writing data to the outside world

• The writeJnt bus: containing the interrupt signal, caused by the interface to core block

• The reg_sel bus, the internal bus used for controlling the registers in the interface

• The reg_data bus, the internal bus used for data transport from registers to the outside world

• The dma_w_rdy bus, containing the information, when a valid DMA write cycle has been detected.

• The dma_w_ava bus, containing the information, when the interface has been programmed to get

data from the core and write it to the outside world, and has not yet gotten all data to write.

• The output avail bus, containing a signal, indicating when the data is available from the core

• The output ready bus, containing the response from the interface, when the data has been latched

• The conv (conversion) bus, indicating the type of conversion currently used

• The conv count bus, containing the modulo counter used for core to world data conversion

• The select_CW bus, containing the signals used for controlling the buffers in the core to world data

block

The interface to core consists itself of:

• The following 1/0 registers:

Out_blk_size_LO: Contains the low byte of the output block size

Out_blk_size_HI: Contains the high byte of the output block size

Bytes_writ_ La: Not physically present as a register, but generated by the byte_counter operator

from the Byte_writes register. It contains the low byte of the number of bytes written to the outside

world

Bytes_writ_ Hl: Not physically present as a register, but generated by the byte_counter operator
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from the Byte_writes register. It contains the high byte of the number of bytes written to the outside

world

• The following internal registers:

comm_43: Containing a part of the current command in the command register, that has to do with

the data transfer from core to world

comm43_dly: Containing the same information as comm_43, but one cycle delayed

Status_43: Contains the part of the status information read by the status register, indicating the

status of the datatransfer from core to world

WriteJntr: Contains the interrupt signal, generated by the core to world datatransfer process

Conv_mode: Latches the current conversion mode used

Outload_reg: Contains the control signals used for controlling the buffers in the interface to core

block, generated by the outload controller

Outload_sel: Selects the buffer, currently being reloaded before DMA data transfer

Outload_rdy: Indicates if outloading (DMA write) has finished

Dma_w_rdy: Indicates detection of a valid DMA cycle, data can be put on databus

Dma_w_ava: Indicates that the DMA counter hasn't reached zero yet, and that there is still data to

be transferred

Convert_reg: Contains the control signals used for controlling the buffers in the interface to core

block, generated by the convert controller

Convert_sel: Selects the buffer, currently being used for conversion (assembling)

Conv_count: Indicates which byte of the data is being assembied, before it has to be transferred to

the outside world, used by convert

Conv_hold: Contains the signal to hold the conversion in the current state

Out_avail: Indicates that there is data available from the core

Out_ready: Contains the acknowledge signal to the core, data has been accepted by the interface

Stuff_reg: Contains a 'one' if stuffing has to take place. Set by the DMA_start_stop controller, and

used by the convert controller

• The following state controllers

DMA_start_stop: Handles the general starting and stopping of the DMA transfers

Outload: Handles the outloading of buffers, using DMA transfers

Convert: Assembles the data in the buffers to the format used by the outside world

• Operator merge: Merges the control signals from the Outload and Convert controller. The output of

this block is sent to the interface to core block, using the select_CW bus.

Just as in the interface to world block, the complete controlling task intensively uses several internal

and 110 registers, so for "clarity of design" reasons, all of the registers must be located near the

controller that uses them. For that reason, there has not been chosen to split this controlling part into

more subschematics. This would have only complicated the design. Another reason for this fact is that,
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just as described in the interface to world bloek, controllers can only read the contents of registers on

the same or lower hierarchy level. Therefore, the higher level controllers must always be on a higher or

equal plane as the registers it will use.

The higher level control part of the interface to core block contains one state controller:

DMA_start_stop. Based on the contents of the command register, and the counters, this controller will

teil the lower level control part to proceed or to stop.

Just as the interface to world bloek, the lower level part of the interface to core block contains two state

controllers, which perform all tasks. The two controllers work independently, communicating only

through their own selection and ready registers (outload_sel, convert_sel, outload_rdy and

convert_rdy) One state controller, outload, keeps emptying the databuffers, using DMA, as long as this

is necessary. The other state controller, convert, keeps assembling the data that is loaded from the

core into the buffers, and presents it to the world.

Both the higher level control, and the lower level control of this block will be discussed in the next

paragraphs in more detail.

3.1.3.2.1 Higher level control of the datapath from core to world

The higher level control of the data path from core to world is done by the DMA_start_stop controller,

just as in the interface to world bloek. This controller, also gets its commands directly form the

command registers. It monitors the state of the comm_43 and comm43_dly registers constantly, to see

a change of commando Furthermore, it constantly sends back its status to the status register, using the

status_43 register. If necessary, it sends an interrupt to the epu. (This will only work if the interrupts

are enabled). The full text of the DMA_start_stop controller can be seen in Figure 23.
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Text for state number 1 (reset state) of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_path\lnterface_To_Core\DMA_start_stop':

----------------------v----------------------
"This block controls the start and end of an DMA block transfer, The number of Byte writes
is multiplied with 2, when using 16 bits transfers, and by 4, when using 32 bits
transfers."

DMA_start stop:
"This statement starts the DMA transfers from zero"
[«comm_43 = %01) /\ (comm43_dly -= %01))
11 Byte_writes setto: 0

10
1 ;

"This statement controls the DMA_w_ava register, which indicates that there is still DMA
data to be transferred"
[_Hold := (comm_43 = %10). "End of output section"
_OutputEnd := (comm_43 = %11). "Output end"
_Outblksize := Out_blk_size_Hl,Out_blk_size_LO.
_Bytewrites := Byte_writes.

_RESULT := «_Bytewrites => _Outblksize) \/ (_Hold) \/ (_OutputEnd)) .
RESULT "Test on value of result"

10 dma_w_ava setto: 1
11 dma_w_ava setto: 0
1;

"This statement sets the interrupt signal, af ter the last DMA transfer, or af ter an output
end or end of output section signaI"
[_Outblksize := Out_blk_size_Hl,Out_blk_size_LO.
_Bytewrites := Byte_writes.
_READY := (_Bytewrites => _Outblksize) .

_READY \/ (comm_43 = %10) \/ (comm_43 = %11) "Result to set the interrupt on"
10 write_intr setto: 0

11 write_intr setto: 1;
[_Outblksize := Out bIk size Hl,Out blk_size LO.
_Bytewrites := Byte_writes.
_READY := (_Bytewrites => _Outblksize) .

READY
11 status_43 setto: %01

10
1

1 ;

"This statement checks the condition needed for stuffing the data. Stuffing can be done by
resetting the stuff_reg register to zero, and therefore forcing the conversion ready. The
stuff_register value is logically AND-ed with the convers ion count value."
[_Outblksize := Out_blk_size_Hl,Out_blk_size_LO.
_Bytewrites := Byte_writes.
_OUTEND := (comm_43 = %10) \/ (comm_43 = %11) .
_STUFF := «_Bytewrites => _Outblksize) \/ _OUTEND) /\ (stuff_reg not).

_STUFF "Result to set the interrupt on"
10 stuff reg setto: 0

11 stuff_reg setto: 1

1
A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 23: Text of the DMA_starCstop controller, in the interface to core block

As can be seen in the description, the controller contrals four functions basically:

• Starting and stopping a OMA transfer

• Controlling the OMA_w_ava register, requesting OMA cycles

• Generating interrupts

• Checking the stuffing condition, and setting the stuff_reg accordingly.
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When a new command is given, the transfer is being started by resetting the number of byte transfers

to zero. On the basis of the contents of the command register, the OMA_w_ava register is set, which

will teil the general control and test block to request OMA cycles, because the transfer of data has not

yet been finished. After finishing the transfer of a complete block, an interrupt is generated, on which

the CPU will read the status signal, to see why the interrupt was generated in the first place. Also, the

stutting of the last bytes is being controlled.

3.1.3.2.2 Lower level control of the datapath from core to world

The explanation of this block is very much similar to the explanation of the equivalent block used for

controlling the data transfer from outside world to the core. The interface to core contains the

controlling logic for the datapath control of the core to world data block. The controlling signals for the

buffers in that block are transported using the Select_CW bus. The modulo counter, used with the

conversion is transported using the con_count bus. Just as in the interface to world block, to control

the conversion, a rather complex method is used. Two controllers are used, one for the conversion,

and one for the outloading the buffers using OMA. These controllers both have to send their signals

over the SelecCCW bus. Because this bus can only be driven by one device, both signals have to be

combined using a merge operator.

The conversion controller controls the actual assembling of the data, and the handshaking with the

core. The outload controller keeps emptying the buffers, so the data can be transferred from the core

without any delay. As long as there is data to be transferred, the conversion controller keeps reading

data from the core, and the outload controller keeps using OMA to put data on the databus. As long as

there is valid data present in the buffers, the outload controller keeps outputting this data, and

presenting it to the outside world.

3.1.3.2.2.1 Counting byte transfers using the byte counter operator

To replace the bytes_written_LO and bytes_written_HI registers, an operator in combination with a

register is used, just as in the interface to world block. The register contains the number of byte

transfers done by the interface to core block. When requested by the reg_sel bus, the contents of the

bytes_written_LO or bytes_written_HI registers is calculated based on the number of byte transfers. To

simulate both registers, the operator has two functions, controlled by the control input, normally

connected to the control input of the registers. The functions are: bytes_written_HI, to simulate the

corresponding register, and bytes_written_LO. The description of the functions of the byte_counter

operator can be seen in Figure 24. The control input determines which function is performed. Normally,

a function is not defined. Only when the bytes_written_LO or the bytes_written_HI registers would be

addressed, the operator puts the right value on the internal bus.
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Text for function 'Bytes_written_HI' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\Interface_To_Core\Byte_counter' :

----------------------v----------------------
"This function indicates the Hi byte of the
bytes written register"
Bytes_written :=Byte_write from: 8 to: 15

A

Text for function 'Bytes_written_LO':
----------------------v----------------------
"This function indicates the Lo byte of the
bytes written register"
Bytes_written :=Byte_write from: 0 to: 7

A

Figure 24: Text of the byte_counter operator, in the interface to core block

3.1.3.2.2.2 Data conversion using the convert state controller

The first thing the interface has to do, before it can start sending data to the outside world, is getting

this data from the core, and assembling it into a buffer. For this purpose it uses the convert state

controller. A complete functional description of this controller is given below in Figure 25.

For conversion purposes, a modulo counter is used. For that, a simple register (conv_count) is used,

that counts down from 11 b -> 10b -> 01 b -> OOb (In the case of 32 to 8 bit conversion). This register is

initialized with one minus the number of bytes to be transferred per cycle. So when using 32 to 8 bit

conversion, it is loaded with 11 b, when using 16 to 8 bit conversion it is loaded with 01 b, and when

using 8 bit to 8 bit conversion it is loaded with OOb. When this register contains OOb, this indicates the

end of assembling the data from the core.

After the first indication that the core has data ready, the assembling of data starts immediately, with

the initialization of the counters, whilst loading the first byte into the buffer. Right after each acceptance

and acknowledgment of the databyte by the interface, the next byte is read, and the countdown

counter is lowered. At the same time, the Byte_writes register is increased. This continues, until the

countdown counter reaches zero, indicating the transfer of the last byte from the data in the buffer.

When the counter reaches zero, the assembied data is ready for transfer. This is indicated to the

outload controller using the convert ready signal in the convert_rdy register. The contents of the DMA

counter is evaluated by the DMA_start_stop controller, and if there is still data to be transferred, it is

latched immediately from the core, and the counter is reinitialized. If there is no data to be transferred,

it waits for the next initialization.
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/conversion"
/conversion"
/conversion"

bytes
bytes
bytes

setto: %00 "1-# of
setto: %01 "1-# of
setto: %11 "1-# of

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\Interface_To_Core\Convert':

----------------------v----------------------
WaitForCore:

[(out_avail,out_ready}=%11
10 conv_hold setto: 1; "hold conversion"

« "wait until output from core available and interface ready"
11 "output available, start conversion"

out ready setto: 0;
conv_hold setto: 0;
[conv mode
1%00 ~onv_count
1%01 conv_count
1%10 conv count
1 ;
[convert_sel
10 convert_reg setto: %0001 "load buffer 0"
11 convert reg setto: %0100 "load buffer 1"
1

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 2:
----------------------v----------------------
NextByte:

conv hold setto: 1; "Hold conversion"
out_ready setto: 1; "Ready for new data from core"
[out avail
10 <:;;- "Wait for next byte from core"
11 "Goto next state for conversion"
1;

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 3:
----------------------v----------------------

yet changed "
"load buffer 0"
"load buffer 1"

/conversion"
/conversion"
/conversion"

setto: %00 "1-# of bytes
setto: %01 "1-# of bytes
setto: %11 "1-# of bytes

convert:
[out_avail,out_ready=%11
10 conv_hold setto: 1; "hold conversion"

« "Wait until output from core available and interface ready"
11 out_ready setto: 0;

conv_hold setto: 0;
[stuff_reg
11 conv count setto: 0; "stuffing needed"
10

[conv_count
1%00 "Complete for one DMA transfer"

convert_sel inc; "conversion complete"
convert_rdy setto: 1;
[conv mode
1%00 ~onv_count
1%01 conv_count
1%10 conv_count
1 ;
[convert_sel "inverted, not
11 convert reg setto: %0001
10 convert=reg setto: %0100
1 ;

1%01 conv_count dec;
out_ready setto: 0;

1%10 conv_count dec;
out_ready setto: 0;

1%11 conv_count dec;
out_ready setto: 0;

l; ->NextByte

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 25: Text of the convert controller, in the interface to core block
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3.1.3.2.2.3 Data out/oading using the outload state controller

The next thing the interface has to do, after getting the data from the core completely into its buffers, is

outputting this data, and sending it to the outside world as quickly as possible. For this purpose it uses

the outload state controller. A complete functional description of this controller is given below in Figure

26.

Text for state number 1 (reset state) of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\Data_Control_Path\Interface_To_Core\Outload':

----------------------v----------------------
outload:

[convert_rdy
I 0 outload_reg setto: %0000;

cc "wait until all bytes received"
I 1 "convert ready, load to world"

[dma_w_rdy
10 outload_reg setto: %0000;

cc "databus not ready, wait"

[outload sel
10 outlo~d_reg setto: %0010
11 outload_reg setto: %1000
1;

A---------------------- ----------------------

Text for state number 2
----------------------v----------------------
WaitForDataBus:

[dma_w_rdy
10 cc
11 outload_sel inc;

convert_rdy setto:O
1 ;

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 26: Text of the outload controller, in the interface to core block

As soon as the command is given to transfer a number of bytes, using OMA, the outload controller

waits for the convert controller to till one buffer. As soon as the buffer is filled it requests a OMA cycle

using dma_w_ava register. As soon as the databus accepts data, indicated by dma_w_ready, this data

is put onto the data bus, by activating the enable action of the appropriate buffer. After enabling the

buffer, the convert state controller is informed of the new buffer that is available, by resetting the

convert ready flag. At the same time, the reload_selector is increased, so the next data will be read in

the other data buffer.

When starting the outloading process, two databuffers are available to be filled for outloading. After

initialization however, there is only one buffer available left for outloading. The outloading continues, as

long as there is new data available in the buffers. Oatabuffers become available again for outloading

after they have been filled by the convert controller.
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3.1.4 Tbe generaI control and selftest block

The interface has an asynchronous interface to the outside world, compared to the internal clock. To

be able to teil when some world signals are valid, you must sample them. This way you can detect

level changes, which indicate a new state. Only on the basis of the sampled signais, decisions can be

made in the interface. IOaSS always works with synchronous signais. The outside signals therefore are

assumed stabie enough during one internal clockcycle to be worked with. The outside logie (glue log ie)

has to provide this stability. Of course these signals still have to be sampled. One of the disadvantages

of IOaSS is that signals can only be processed, if they have been clocked in. They cannot be evaluated

as a value on a bus. This always introduces a delay of one clockcycle.

The interface part of the chip can only put data on the databus, when it is supposed to. Therefore, the

chip select, 10_read, 10_write signals and OMA signals must be monitored. This is one of the tasks of

the general control and test bloek. Another task is the servicing of the general 110 registers. A division

in functionality can be made into two major parts: The part that is involved in cycle detection, and a part

that is involved in the servicing of the 110 registers. A complete description of all of its tasks follows

below:

The general control and selftest block will perform the following functions:

• Sampling the world signais, and making them stabie for internal use

• Handling communication between the interface to the world block and the interface to the core

bloek, if necessary

• Providing the means to write and read all internaiilO registers by the CPU by detecting valid read

and write cycles

• Providing the means to use OMA for writing and reading to memory by the interface, by detecting

valid OMA cycles

• Starting and controlling the self test

• Making it possible to program the parameter register of the core

• Combine and service all interrupt signals

• Process commands and give back status information

The general control and selftest block uses the following busses and connectors:

• The busses, connected to the outside world:

The address bus, containing the device addresses when used.

The la write bus, containing the la write signal

The la read bus, containing the la read signal

The chip select bus, containing the chip select signal

The ready bus, containing the ready signal
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The dreq_O bus, containing the OMA request for memory reading

The dack_O bus, containing the acknowledge for the OMA req °signal

The dreq_1 bus, containing the OMA request for memory writing

The dack_1 bus, containing the acknowledge for the OMA req 1 signaI

The data_bus_a, containing the data used for transfer to and from the internaiilO registers

The interrupt bus, containing the interrupt signal to the CPU

• The busses, connected to the inside of the interface, and not to the core

The reg_sel bus, containing the control selection for reading and writing the 110 registers

The reg_data bus, used for transferring data to and from the 110 registers.

The dma_r_rdy bus, used for indicating a valid OMA read cycle

The dma_r_ava bus, used for indicating that there is more OMA data to be transferred to the core

The dma_w_rdy bus, used for indicating a valid OMA write cycle

The dma_w_ava bus, used for indicating that there is more OMA data to be read from the core

The conv bus, used for indicating the type of conversion that is currently being used

The readjnt bus, containing the interrupt signal, coming from the interface to world block

The write_int bus, containing the interrupt signal, coming from the interface to core block

The command65 bus, containing the command for the interface to world block

The command43 bus, containing the command for the interface to core block

The status65 bus, containing the status information from the interface to world block

The status43 bus, containing the status information from the interface to core block

The user abort bus, containing a signal when a user abort is taking place

Internal error, containing a signal when an internal error has occurred

Core abort, containing a signal when the core has aborted the current operation

• The busses, connected to the inside of the interface, to the core

The input abort bus, containing the signal that the bus interface aborts the command of the core

The output abort bus, containing the signal for the core to abort the operation

The input end bus, containing the signaI that indicates the end of the data stream

The end_oUnput_section bus, indicates that a section of input data has ended

The output_end bus, containing the signal that indicates the end of the data stream

The end_oCoutput_section bus, indicates that a section of output data has ended

The command_avail bus, this indicates that there is a command available

The core command bus, this contains the command for the core

The command_progress bus, th is indicates the progress of the command by the core

The core status bus, this indicates the status of the process in the core

The status avail bus, this indicates that the status information from the core is available

The status ready bus, this signaI indicates that the interface is ready to receive status information

form the core
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The general control and selftest block consists itself of:

• Nine subschematics: Two for bus cycle detection, and seven containing the 1/0 registers

Data bus control: used for sampling the 10 read and 10 write signal, to indicate a valid 10 read or

write cycle, and use this information for reading or writing the internallO registers

Dma control: used for sampling the DMA request and acknowledge signal, to indicate a valid DMA

read or write cycle, and use this information for the interface to core and interface to world block.

Command_register, containing the command register and its surrounding logic

Interface mode, containing the interface mode register, and its surrounding logic

Status_register, containing the status register and its surrounding logic

Interface errorcode, containing the interface errorcode register, and its surrounding logic

Param_register_number, containing the parameter register number register, and its surrounding

logic

Param_register_contents, containing the parameter register contents register and its surrounding

logic

Core_error_code, containing the core error code register, and its surrounding logic

• Operator readLmux to multiplex the ready signals

• Operator int_reset to set and reset the interrupt signals

• Operator comm_status to feed back the status information in the command register to the status

register
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Figure 27: The general control and selftest block
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The general control and selftest block contains two separate subschematics for timing purposes: data

bus control and dma contro!. This subdivision is made, because there is a clear separation between

the functionality of the two blocks. The data bus control block tries to detect valid la read and la write

signaIs, while the dma control block tries to detect valid OMA cycles. The method used in both blocks

is very similar and will be explained in one of the next paragraphs.

Furthermore, the general control and selftest block contains a number of 1/0 registers hidden in

subschematics, that have a general purpose in the interface. These registers are placed in the general

control and selftest bloek, because they are used by both the world interface bloek, and the core

interface bloek. Some 1/0 registers, that are used specifically by one interface bloek, are located in that

interface block itself, like the OMA counter registers.

All of the 1/0 registers are put into separate subschematics for clarity reasons. Especially the command

register uses and generates a lot of signaIs, that would obscure the function of the general control and

selftest bloek. After making the choice of putting the command register in a subschematic, all 1/0

registers in the general control and selftest blocks were put in a subschematic. A further reason for this

is that some registers do not only have to be written by the CPU, but are also written by internal

processes. To be able to do that, a operator is put in-between the register, and the internal reg_data

bus. The operator only puts data on the internal reg_data bus, if the register would have been enabled

normally. More about this in the paragraphs concerning the 1/0 registers.

This paragraph is organized in the following way: first we will discuss the sampling of outside world

signals in the general control and selftest bloek. Secondly the internal operators of the general control

and selftest block are discussed. After that we williook at the data bus control subschematic, followed

by the dma control subschematic. Then we will discuss the 1/0 register subschematics, one at a time.

3.1.4.1 Sampling ofoutside world signals in the general control and test block

In this report, the "world" is defined as the physical outside of the chip. These are all the connections

made to the outside of the chip, for example: the bus to the CPU and the OMA request channels.

Connecting the chip with the outside world has to be done in a special way for several reasons:

• the chip is to use an independent clock souree, if performance is going to be optima!.

• the interface must be adaptable for various PC bus environments.

For this reason, the interface must 'sample' the outside world into stabie internal states, and only react

on this stabie situations. The clock frequency of the chip will usually be equal or higher than the clock

frequency of the computer bus, to get an optimal performance. Because of the higher rates of the
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internal clock, this sampling could take place when the sampled signal is changing its level. To avoid

these situations like f10ating levels or oscillations, a buffering with a time delay must take place before

any outside world signal is being processed. This way, the outside world signals will be stabie, when

used internally.

Extra logie (so called "glue log ie") has to be added in a later stadium to provide for the validity of

outside world signais. While designing the interface in IOaSS, we assumed that the signals presented

to the interface would be stabie enough to sample from. The detection of changes in "world" signals is

done in the general control and test bloek. The stabie signals are then transported to the rest of the

chip.

3.1.4.2 T/te operators in t/te general control and selftest block

3.1.4.2.1 The ready_mux operator

The generaI control and selftest block combines the ready signal from the data bus control bloek, and

the ready signaI from the dma control bloek, using a single multiplex operator performing the logicalOR

operation. The ready signal is a low active signal, acknowledging the IO_read and IO_write signais, if

they have to do with this device. It is also active, when a OMA action takes place. It changes to inactive

(high) as the IO_read or IO_write signal goes inactive.

3.1.4.2.2 The int_reset operator

The int_reset operator in the general control and selftest block sets and resets the interrupt signal for

the CPU. If the interrupts are enabled, by setting bit 7 in the interface mode register, interrupts can be

set by signals coming from various sourees:

• The interface to world after finishing the OMA transfer

• The interface to core block after finishing the OMA transfer

• The command register, after an user abort signal

• The command register, after an selfdetected error

• The command register, after a core abort signal

Generally, an interrupt is generated, when there is a need for the CPU to read the status register. A

reset of the interrupt signaI takes place after the status register has been read by the CPU. The full

description of the operator can be seen in Figure 28.
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Text for function 'Int reset' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\Int_reset':

----------------------v----------------------
"This operator sets and resets the outgoing interrupt signal. The register is set, if the
interrupt status is 0, and a read or write interrupt occurs. Also when a user abort, or an
internal error or core abort operation takes place, an interrupt is generated The register
is reset, if the status register has been read. No interrupts will be generated if gen_int
is zero, following the value in the interface mode register"
s_out := {«s_in not /\ r) \/ (s_in not /\ w) \/ (s_in not /\ u_a) \/ (s_in not /\ i_el \/
( s_in not /\ c_a) /\ (c -= %00010» /\ gen_int)

Figure 28: Text of the inCreset operator, in the general control and selftest block

3.1.4.2.3 The comm_status operator

The comm_status operator, or fully named: command_to_status operator, reads the command in

progress bits from the command register, and copies them into the status registers. It does this, as

long as there is a command in progress. A full text description of the comm_status operator can be

seen in Figure 29.

Text for function 'command to status' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\comm_status':
----------------------v----------------------
"This operator replicates the core command in the command register to the status register,
as long as the command is in progress"
status20 := (c-p)

ifO: (0 width: 3)
if1: c c.

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 29: Text of the comm_status operator, in the general control and selftest block

3.1.4.3 The data bus control block

The data bus control block is the block that detects a valid read or writecycle on the databus of the PC,

and makes it possible to communicate with the internal registers. The data bus control block is

depicted in Figure 30.

The data bus control block will pertorm the following functions:

• Sampling the world signaIs, and making them stabie for internal use

• Providing the means to write and read the internall/O registers by the CPU by detecting valid read

and write cycles

• Converting the databus width, that is 32, 16 or 8 bits wide to the 8 bit wide format used by the

internal registers.

The data bus control block uses the following busses and connectors:
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• The address bus, containing the device addresses when used.

• The la write bus, containing the la write signal

• The la read bus, containing the la read signal

• The chip select bus, containing the chip select signal

• The Bus ready bus, containing the ready signal from the data bus control block

• The data bus 8, containing the data used for transfer to and from the internaiilO registers.

• The reg_seI bus, containing the control selection for reading and writing the 110 registers

• The reg_data bus, used for transferring data to and from the 110 registers.

The data bus control block consists itself of:

• Two subschematics:

Bus timing: containing the logic to detect a valid la read or la write cycle

Bus contro!: containing the control used for reading or writing to the internalla registers

• Two buffers

W_buffer: used for buffering the data read from the databus

R_buffer: used for buffering the data from the la registers, before it is put on the databus

• Two operators

Demux: used for selecting the lower eight bits from the databus for the la registers

Mux: used for adapting the 8 bit wide internal databus from the la registers to the outside databus.

address.-bus

chip-seleoct
Bus_Ti ... ing

io-X".~d

Rr 1III-----:::!:=-i!lIRr add...ss-bus

BUS_oontrol

Figure 30: The data bus control block

To be able to perform its function, the data bus control block is subdivided into two smaller schematics:

the bus timing bloek, and the bus control bloek. This separation is made because this way there is a

clear difference between the sampling part and the controlling part. Implementing a selftest will be

easier this way.

The data bus control block also contains the logic to be able to adapt the internal databus to the width

of the external databus. The internal databus used for reading and writing the internal la registers is
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only eight bit wide. So only the lowest eight bits of the connected databus are used. The mux and

demux operators take care of this difference in width.

The next paragraphs are organized in the following way: first, we will discuss the buscycles that have

to be detected. Secondly, we wil! discuss the timing subschematic, and following that, we will discuss

the bus control subschematic.

3.1.4.3.1 Buscycles

This section will explain the global functioning of the data bus control bloek. A more detailed look into

the subschematic will be described in the following paragraphs.

An 110 read or write action from the microprocessor in the PC will take a number of clock cycles, while

a read or write action on an internal register will only take one clock cycle. Besides, the internal clock of

the chip will be much faster than the internal clock used in the PC. In- and output data therefore have

to be buffered in a read- and writebuffer, between the internal and external databusses.

All buscontrollogic is placed in the data bus control bloek. Subschematic bus timing provides timing

information to the subschematic bus contro!. The bus timing block will detect when there is a valid (for

the right address area) read- or writecycle present on the PC bus. The bus control block will read the

values in the read- or writebuffer. Next, the data is put on one of the two databusses. (Internal databus

or external databus)

The detection of a valid buscycle is done by monitoring 10_read, 10_write, Address and ChipSelect.

The 110 signals are active low, and the addressbits are active high. The ChipSelect signal is active,

when the addressbus contains a value in the address range of the interface. This input is being

controlled by a address decoder, located outside of the interface.

The four least significant bits (16 byte address range) are transferred directly to the five bit wide

internal addressbus, called reg_se!. (It is called reg_sel because it selects the internal registers) The

one but most significant bit of this bus is used as an enable bit. During a complete buscycle, this bit will

become active (one) for one internal cycle. The next internal cycle, a read or write action is performed

on an internal register. The most significant bit indicates a read or a write action. More about the

specification of the reg_sel bus is to be found in the bus control block paragraph

The next two paragraphs will explain the operation of the buscontrol, using the timing diagrams for the

read and write cycles of the PC bus. The 110 buscycles are described in [Cram91].
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3. 1.4.3. 1. 1 The bus readcycle

T1 T2 T3 TW T4

Processor clock

J< va_li_d_Po_rt_a_d_dr_e_ss XAddress

_________1 \O_read

______-IX....__v_a_lid__>C0ata

Figure 31: The bus readcycle

In Figure 31 the readcycle, seen from the side of the PC is depicted. The data bus control block

operates as follows: When a falling edge is detected in the rO_read signal, the address that is

contained on the bus is stabie. When Chipselect is active, and a readable register is selected, the data

will be loaded into the readbuffer from the internal register on the following internal clock cycle. The

enable bit of the reg_seI bus will be high. From then, the tri-state outputs of the R_buffer and the Mux

operator will be enabled, untillO_read wil\ become inactive again. The reading of the interna! registers

will take one internal clockcycle this way.

3.1.4.3.1.2 The bus writecycle

T1 T2 T3 TW T4

Processor clock

J< Valid port address XAddress

I Ilo_write
..-.

___~X Valid data trom PC XOata

Figure 32: The bus writecycle

In Figure 32 the writecycle, seen from the PC is depicted. The data bus control block operates as

follows: When a falling edge is detected on IO_write, the address that is contained on the bus is stabie.

When ChipSelect is active, and a writeable register is selected, the data will be loaded through the

Oemux operator into the writebuffer from the databus, on the second internal cfockcycle after the edge

detection. Only then the data on the external databus is valid. A register is considered writeable, if the

least but one significant bit in the address is zero. The device registers are grouped two by two,

alternating readable and read- and writeable.
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On the following internal clock cycle, the data is written into the internal register. The tri-state output of

the writebufter will then be enabled, and the enable bit of the reg_sel bus will be active. The writing of

the internal registers also takes one internal clock cycle.

The data from the external databus is not sampled on the ending edge of the 10_write signal, because

of the asynchronous nature of this signa!. Because of the delays, caused by the sampling, it is not

certain that the data is valid, when the edge is detected and a subsequent action will be taken.

Now it also will be clear, why the registers are separated into graups of readable and read- and

writeable registers. The data bus contral can recognize them from the value of one single addressbit.

3.1.4.3.2 The bus timing block

The detection of a valid read- or write edge takes place in the timing bloek, located inside the data bus

contral bloek. This timing information is used for controlling the internal databus, connected to the la

registers. A picture of the bus timing block is to be seen in Figure 33.

The bus timing block uses the following busses and connectors:

• The address bus, containing the device addresses when used.

• The la write bus, containing the la write signal

• The la read bus, containing the la read signaI

• The chip select bus, containing the chip select signal

• The Bus ready bus, containing the ready signal from the data bus contral block

• The Rr bus, indicating a detected edge on la read, so a valid bus read cycle

• The Wr bus, indicating a detected edge on la write, so a valid bus write cycle

The bus timing block consists itself of:

• Five registers, used for delaying

R1: first delay register for the la read signal (initialized on 1b)

R2 second delay register for the la read signal (initialized on 1b)

W1 first delay register for the la write signal (initialized on 1b)

W2 second delay register for the /0 write signal (initialized on 1b)

E1 delay register for the edge detection signalof la write.

• Two operators

Bus Edgedet1: used for detecting a valid edge on the la read signal

Bus Edgedet2: used for detecting a valid edge on the la write signal
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• Operator Ready det, used for multiplexing the valid signal

Figure 33: The bus timing block

After the edgedetection of the IO_write signal, a delay of one clockcycle is added, because of the delay

in the validation of the data. This is only done so with the IO_write signal, not with the IO_read signa!.

The timing block functions as follows: The IO_read and IO_write signals are continuously being

sampled, and the binary values are shifted through the two one-bit "shift registers". These two shift

registers are formed by register pairs (R1 ,R2) for the JO_read signal, and (W1 ,W2) for the IO_write

signa!. When a combination of the shift registers contains the value (1,0), ChipSelect is active, and a

readable or writeable registers is being addressed, then the output of the EdgeOet(1 ,2) operator

changes to 1. This indicates the detection of an edge. The writing edge is delayed for one internal

clockcycle by the E1 register.

Both edgedetection output signals are constantly monitored, to form the ready signa!. This low-active

signal acknowledges the 'IO_read' and 'IO_write' signais, but only if they have to do with this device.

The signal goes inactive as soon as the 'IO_read' or 'IO_write' goes inactive. The 10gicaiOR operation

is performed on both edgedetection signais, to form the part of the ready signal from the data bus

control bloek. There is also a ready signal coming from the OMA control bloek.

3.1.4.3.3 The bus control block

The control block takes care of the translation from the addressbus to the internal reg_sel bus, and the

activation of the enable bits. Also the bufferactions are controlled by this bloek. The control block uses

the addressbus and the timing information to do so, and has its own auxiliary registers Read and Write,
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that indicate when the data in the buffer is valid for reading or writing, and if the data should be placed

on the internal or external bus. The bus control block is depicted in Figure 34.

iO.J"ead Wo Wi
Ro

a

address.....bus

Contr01

reg-:se1 c

Figure 34: The bus control block

The control block contains one operator: control. The functional description of this operator can be read

in the text box below:

Text for function 'reg_sel_control' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\data_bus_control\BUS_control\Control
, :

----------------------v----------------------
"The bit at position one in the address bus selects the writeable registers"
_WriteAble := (a at: 1) not.
"The reg_sel bus has highest bit set if a write action takes place. lts one but highest
bit set to one if a write or read action takes place. The lower four bits contain the
lower four bits of the address bus."
reg_sel := _WriteAble /\ Wi, (Rr \/ (Ri /\ (_WriteAble))). (a from: 0 to: 3).
Wo := _WriteAble /\ Wr.
_Wr := Rr \/ Wr.
c := (Wi \/ Wr), (Ri), (_Wr).
Ro := _Wr \/ (Ri /\ (io_read not)).

A

Figure 35: Text of the control operator, in the bus control block

The control operator has four inputs, two auxiliary registers Read and Write (who indicate when the

data in one of the buffers is valid) and two control outputs. The operation of this block can be split into

two parts: the control of the reg_sel bus, and the control of the buff_c bus. The four least significant bits

of the seUeg bus are connected directly to the four least significant bits of the address bus. The one

but most significant bit of the internal reg_seI bus is high during a read- or write action on the internal

registers. The most significant bit of the reg_seI bus indicates if the register is being written. With a

read action, Rr is high, a write action takes place one internal clockcycle after Wr was high. (This has

been taken care of in the previous block, which delays this signal one internal clockcycle)

The controlbus buff_c can put both buffers in states load/hold and enabled/disabled. The mux operator

state is coupled to the state of the R_buffer. When Rr changes to a high state (active), the readbuffer

gets the command to load (disabie). Next, the input from register Read becomes high and the
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readbuffer gets the command to enable (hold), untillO_read becomes inactive again. When Wr

changes to a high state (active), the Write registers is set to one, and the writebuffer gets the command

load (disabie). Next, the input from register Write becomes high, and the writebuffer gets the command

to enable (hold), during one internal clockcycle. In all other situations the command for both buffers is

hold, disable.

3.1.4.4 The DMA control block

The OMA control block is the block that detects a valid OMA read or OMA writecycle on the databus of

the PC, and makes it possible to transfer the data from the buffers to the memory. The OMA control

block is depicted in Figure 36.

The OMA control block will perform the following functions:

• Sampling the world signais, and making them stabie for internal use

• Providing the means to write and read the data to and from memory by detecting valid OMA read

and OMA write cycles

The OMA control block uses the following busses and connectors:

• The OMA ready bus, containing the ready signalof the OMA block

• The dreq_O bus, containing the OMA request for memory reading

• The dack_O bus, containing the acknowledge for the OMA req °signal

• The dreq_1 bus, containing the OMA request for memory writing

• The dack_1 bus, containing the acknowledge for the OMA req 1 signal

• The dma_r_rdy bus, used for indicating a valid OMA read cycle

• The dma_r_ava bus, used for indicating that there is more OMA data to be transferred to the core

• The dma_w_rdy bus, used for indicating a valid OMA write cycle

• The dma_w_ava bus, used for indicating that there is more OMA data to be read from the core

• The OMA_O bus, indicating the start of a valid OMA read cycle

• The OMA_1 bus, indicating the start of a valid OMA write cycle

The OMA control block consists itself of:

• Two subschematics:

OMA timing: containing the logic to detect a valid OMA read or OMA write cycle

OMA control: containing the control used for reading or writing the data from or to the interface
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Figure 36: The DMA control block

To be able to perform its function, the OMA control block is subdivided into two smaller schematics: the

OMA timing bloek, and the OMA control bloek. This separation is made because this way there is a

c1ear difference between the sampling part and the controlling part. Implementing a selftest will be

easier this way. In the next paragraph, we will describe the OMA read and write cycles. A more

detailed look into each of the subschematics will be described in the following paragraphs.

3.1.4.4.1 DMA cycles

A OMA read or write action from the microprocessor in the PC will take a number of clock cycles, while

a read or write action on an internal register will only take one clock cycle. Besides, the internal clock of

the chip wil! be much faster than the internal clock used in the PC. In- and output data therefore have

to be buffered in a read- and writebuffer, between the internal and external databusses. With the OMA

transfers, these buffers are placed in the core to world and world to core data blocks, located in the

data path.

All OMA detecting and timing logic is placed in the OMA control bloek. Subschematic OMA timing

provides timing information to the subschematic OMA contro!. The OMA timing block will detect when

there is a valid (with the correct IO_write and IO_read signais) OMA read- or writecycle present on the

PC bus. The subschematic OMA control will send the information when the cycles are valid to the

interface to world and interface to core blocks. These blocks wil! further take of the latehing and

enabling of the databuffers. The OMA control block functions as an assistant to the interface to world

and interface to core blocks.
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The detection of a valid OMA cycle is done by monitoring OMA ackO, OMA ack 1, 10_read, and

10_write. The 10_read and 10_write signals are active low, and the OMA acknowledge signals are also

active low.

The next two paragraphs will explain the operation of the OMA control bloek, using the timing diagrams

for the OMA read and OMA write cycles of the PC bus. The OMA buscycles are, just as the 10 cycles,

described in [Cram91].

3.1.4.4.1.1 The DMA read trom memory cycle

In Figure 37 the OMA readcycle, seen from the side of the PC is depicted. The OMA control block

operates as follows: The interface that wishes to perform a OMA transfer, initiates the process by

driving the OMA req line active high. The computer arbitrates the OMA request, and returns an active

low on the corresponding OACK line. The OMA request is removed when the active OACK signal is

detected. The address enable line is driven high, indicating that a OMA transfer is about to occur. If the

10_write signal is also active (Iow), valid data is put on the databus by the OMA device in the PC. The

data can be loaded into the buffer, untillO_write will become inactive again. After this, the data has

been clocked in, and is ready for further conversion.

T1 T2 T3 TW T4

Processor clock

I OMAack

X Valid memory address >C Address

I 10_write

X valid >C Data

Figure 37: PC/XT DMA transfer from memory

3.1.4.4.1.2 The DMA write la memory cycle
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Processor clock
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>c Address

'-- 1 10_read

>c Data

Figure 38: PC/XT DMA transfer to memory

In Figure 38 the OMA writecycle, seen from the PC is depicted. A OMA write operation is performed in

a manner very similar to that of a read cycle. The interface that wishes to perform a OMA transfer,

initiates the process by driving the OMA req line active high. The computer arbitrates the OMA request,

and returns an active low on the corresponding OACK line. The OMA request is removed when the

active OACK signal is detected. The address enable line is driven high, indicating that a OMA transfer

is about to occur. If the 10_read signal is also active (Iow), valid data can be put on the databus by the

interface. The data can be driven from the buffer, untillO_read will become inactive again. After this,

the data has been written, and the device is ready for another transfer.

3.1.4.4.2 The OMA timing bloek

The detection of a valid read- or write OMA acknowledge edge takes place in the timing block, located

inside the OMA control block. This timing information is used for controlling the internal buffers,

connected to the conversion operators, and the outside databus. The OMA timing block can be seen in

Figure 39.

The OMA timing block uses the following busses and connectors:

• The dack_O bus, containing the data acknowledge °signal

• The dack_1 bus, containing the data acknowledge 1 signal

• The OM~O bus, indicating a detected edge on dackO, so a valid bus read cycle

• The OM~1 bus, indicating a detected edge on dack1, so a valid bus write cycle

• The OMA ready bus, containing the OMA part of the ready signal

• The 10_read bus, containing the 10 read signal

• The 10_write bus, containing the 10 write signal

The OMA timing block consists itself of:
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• Five registers, used for delaying

R1: first delay register for the dackO signal (initialized on 1b)

R2 second delay register for dackO read signal (initialized on 1b)

W1 first delay register for the dack1 signal (initialized on 1b)

W2 second delay register for the dack1 signal (initialized on 1b)

OELAY delay register for the edge detection signalof dackO.

• Two operators

OMA Edgedet1: used for detecting a valid edge on the dackO signal

OMA Edgedet2: used for detecting a valid edge on the dack1 signal

• Operator Ready det, used for multiplexing the valid signal

Figure 39: The DMA timing block

After the detection of a valid edge the dackO signal, a delay of one clockcycle is added, because of the

delay in the validation of the data (See Figure 37: PC/XT OMA transfer from memory). Originally, the

data has to be latched untillO_write goes to the inactive state. Because of the delay in detecting this

change, and therefore losing the validity of the signal, there has been chosen to latch the data one

clock delay cycle, after the detection of the edge. This is only done so with the dackO signal, not with

the dack1 signal, because the data stays valid all the time.

The OMA timing block functions as follows: The dackO and dack1 signals are continuously being

sampled, and the binary values are shifted through the two one-bit "shift registers". These two shift

registers are formed by register pairs (R1 ,R2) for the dack_O signaI, and (W1 ,W2) for the dack_1

signa/. When a combination of the shift registers contains the value (1,0), and IO_write or IO_read

write is active (Iow), then the output of the EdgeOet(1 ,2) operator changes to 1. This indicates the
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detection of an OMA acknowledge edge. The reading edge is delayed for one internal clockcycle by

the delay register.

Both edgedetection output signals are constantly monitored, to form the OMA ready signa!. This low

active signal acknowledges the 'dack_O' and 'dack_1' signais. The signal goes inactive as soon as the

'dack_O' or 'dack_1' goes inactive. The logicalOR operation is performed on both edgedetection

signais, to form the part of the ready signal from the OMA control bloek. There is also a ready signal

coming from the bus control bloek.

3.1.4.4.3 The DMA contral bloek

The control block takes care of the buffersignais, sent to the interface to world and interface to core

bloek. These blocks wil! use these signals to sample data from the databus, or enable the buffers. The

OMA control block uses the OMA timing block for this, and has its own auxiliary registers Valid_read

and Valid_write, that indicate when there is OMA data present on the bus to be latched, or data present

in the buffers to be send to the external bus. The OMA control block can be seen in Figure 40.

Figure 40: The DMA control block

The OMA control block also monitors the dma acknowledge signais, so the dma request signals can be

switched to not-active, when there has been received an acknowledge.

The control block contains one operator: contro!. The functional description of this operator can be read

in the text box below:
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Text for function 'DMA_Control' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\dma_control\DMA_Control\Control':

----------------------v----------------------
"The dreq outputs are used as control inputs for two auxiliary registers. These registers
are used as flip-flops by setting and resetting them. The MSB is the reset bit, and the
LSB is the set bit."
dre~O := (DMA_O /\ ia), (dma_r_ava /\ ia not).
dre~1 := (DMA_1 /\ i1), (dma_w_ava /\ i1 not) .

"The valid registers are used for keeping the interface loading data or putting data on
the bus, for as long as the io_read or io_write signals are active, af ter detection
of a DMA acknowledge"
Vo_r := DMA_O \/ (Vi_r /\ (io_write not)}.
Vo_w := DMA_1 \/ (Vi_w /\ (io_read not)}.

Figure 41: Text of the convert operator, in the DMA control block

The operation of this block can be split into two parts: the control of the dma req signais, and contral of

the buffers, connected to the databus. The valid registers valid_read and valid_write are used for

keeping the interface loading data or putting data on the bus, for as long as the mem_read or

mem_write signals are active, after detection of a DMA acknowledge by the timing bloek. The dma req

outputs are used as contral inputs for two auxiliary registers dO and d1. These registers are used as

flip-flops by setting and resetting them. The MSB is the reset bit, and the LSB is the set bit.

3.1.4.5 The command register block

The command register block contains the command register, and its surraunding logie. A picture of the

command register block can be seen in Figure 42. The sole function of the command register operator

is to service the actual command register. The command register is the register, which contains the

commands for the functioning of the interface and the core.
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Figure 42: The command register block

The command register uses the following busses and connectors:

• The reg_sel bus, containing the control signals to select the registers to read and write

• The reg_data bus, used for transferring data to and from the 110 registers by the epu.
• The comm65 bus, used for transferring the commands to the interface to world block

• The comm43 bus, used for transferring the commands to the interface to core block

• The end_oUnput_section bus, this bus contains the signal that the section of input data has ended

• The input_end bus, this bus contains the signal that indicates the end of the input data stream.

• The input_abort bus, this bus contains the signal that the bus interface aborts the command of the

core

• The end_oCoutput_section bus, this bus contains the signal that the section of output data has

ended

• The output_end bus, this contains the signal that indicates the end of the output data stream

• the core_command bus, this bus contains the commands send from the interface to the core

• the command_progress bus, this bus contains the signaI from the core, indicating the command in

progress

• The command_available bus, this signal indicates to the core, that a command is available

• The user_abort bus, containing a signal when the user has aborted the operation

• The internal_error bus, containing a signal for the rest of the interface when an internal error in the

interface has occurred

• The genjnternal_error bus, containing a signal when an internal error in the interface has occurred
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• the core abort bus, this indicates that the core has aborted the operation of the interface to the rest

of the interface

• The output_abort bus, this signal from the core indicates that the core has aborted the operation of

the interface

The command register itself consists of:

• Two operators:

The main command register operator, controlling the actual command register

The command available register, controlling the command available signal

• Four registers:

Command_reg: containing the actual values of the command register

Bits20: an auxiliary register, for determination of a new command

Aux: an auxiliary register, used by the command available operator keep its current status

GenerateJnternal_error, used as a dummy register, to simulate an internal error

The operator command register takes care of the contents of the command register. It evaluates the

various signals from the core, and the values programmed into the command register, and acts

accordingly. A full text description is given in Figure 44.

Text for function 'command_register' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\Command_register\Command_register' :
----------------------v----------------------
" This operator services the command register"
reg_out := i.

"Bits 5-6 contain the command for the interface to world block"
bits65 := i from: 5 to: 6.

bits65 := bits65.
end_of_inp_sect := (_bits65 \10) .
input_end := (_bits65 = \11) .

"Bits 3-4 contain the command for the interface to core block"
bits43 := i from: 3 to: 4.

bits43 := (end_of_outp_sect)
if1: \10
HO: (out_end)

if1: \11
ifO: bits43

) .

"bits 0-2 contain the commands meant for the core"
bits20 := i from: 0 to: 2.

core command:= bits20.- -

"bit 7 handles a user abort"
bit7 := i at: 7.

_internal_error := gen_internal_error.
_core_abort := output_abort.
input_abort := _bit7 \/ _internal_error \/ core abort.
user abort := bit7.- -
internal_error := _internal_error.
core abort := core abort.- --

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 43: Text of the command register operator, in the command register block
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Bit 7 of the command register contains the flag for the input abort operation. The operation can also be

aborted by an internal error, or by a core abort signa\. The appropriate bits in the status register are set

on the basis of the abort operation. Also an interrupt is generated, if an abort operation occurs. Bits 5-6

contain the command for the interface to world bloek, and bits 3-4 contain the command for the

interface to core bloek. Both these values are transferred to the correct blocks. Bits 0-2 of the

command register contain the command needed for the core. Each of these control parts is extracted

from the command register, and transferred to the correct bloek.

The command available signal is generated by an extra operator command available. This operator

evaluates the change in command, an will set the command available accordingly. A full description of

the command available operator can be seen in Figure 44. The command progress indicates, that the

new command has been received, and resets the command available signa\.

Text for function 'cornrnand available' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\Cornrnand_register\cornrnand_available';
----------------------v----------------------
"This operator sends the cornrnand available signal to the core, when there is a change in
the cornrnand for the interface"
_SET ;= ((core_cornrnand -= bits20) /\ (aux_i not}).
_RESET :=(c-p /\ aux_i).
aux_o := _SET /\ (_RESET not) .
c_a := _SET /\ (_RESET not) .

Figure 44: Text of the command available operator, in the command register block

3.1.4.6 The inteiface mode register block

The interface mode register block contains the interface mode register, masked by the interface mode

operator. The function of the interface mode register is to determine several parameters of the

interface between the device and the rest of the system. The operator works in such a way, that its

output to the reg_data bus will only be enabled, when the interface mode registers would have been

given a command to do so. A picture of the interface mode register block can be seen in Figure 45.

con"
1ilI----+-D V'eg_0 u t

L- ~ InteV'Cace-"ode
gen_int

Figure 45: The interface mode register block
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The interface mode block determines which conversion mode will be used, and if the generation of

interrupts is enabled. It also determines if a new block after a end of output section will be started, or

the old one will be continued. The interface mode operator takes care of all these tasks. A full text

description of the interface mode operator can be read in .

The interface mode register block uses the following busses:

• The reg_data bus, containing the data to be read and written by the CPU

• The reg_se/ bus, containing the command for the interface mode register to enable or read

• the conv bus, containing the signal indicating which conversion (32,16 or 8 bit) to use

• the gen_int bus, containing the signal to enable the generation of interrupts

The interface mode register block consists itself of:

• The interf_mode register, the actual register where the data is kept

• The interface mode operator, the main operator to perform all functions on the interf_mode register

Text for function 'Output_reg' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\Interface_mode\Interface_mode':
----------------------v----------------------
reg_out := i.
conv := i from: 5 to: 6.
gen_int := i at: 7

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 46: Text of the interface mode operator, in the interface mode register block

3.1.4.7 The status register hlock

The status register indicates the status of the device. It should be read after an interrupt. The status of

the device is derived from the information from the core, the interface to world and interface to core

block. The CPU can determine the status of the interface, after reading the status register. The status

register is a read only register. Writing to it will have no result. The status register is shielded from the

outside world by the status register operator. The status register will enable its output, when the status

register is read by the CPU. The data in the status register is assembied from the data coming from the

core, the interface to world and the interface to core block, by the status register operator. A picture of

the status register block can be seen in Figure 47. A full description of the status register operator can

be read in Figure 48.
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Figure 47: The status register block
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The status register block uses the following busses and connectors:

• The reg_data bus, containing the data to be read and written by the CPU

• The reg_sel bus, containing the command for the interface mode register to enable or read

• The status65 bus, containing the status information from the interface to world block

• The status43 bus, containing the status information from the interface to core block

• The status20 bus, containing the status information coming directly from the command register

• The user_abort bus, containing the status information concerning a user abort

• The internal_error bus, containing the status information concerning an internal error in the interface

• The core_abort bus, containing the status information concerning a core abort command

Bit 7 of the status register indicates an abort commando It cannot be seen if the abort command was a

user abort, an internal error, or a core abort commando

The status register block itself consists of:

• The status_reg: the actual status register

• The status register operator: the operator that performs all functions on the status_reg register.

Text for function 'Output_reg' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\Status_register\Status_register':

----------------------v----------------------
reg_out := i.
o :=(user_abort \/ internal_error \/ core_abort), status65, status43, status20.

Figure 48: Text of the status register operator, in the status register block

3.1.4.8 The interface error code block
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The interface error code block contains an operator to shield the errorcode register from the outside

world. A picture of the interface error code block can be seen in Figure 49. The interface error code

register contains the indication for the errors occurring in the interface. The interface error code

register is a read only register. Writing to it will have no effect. It can be read by the CPU, for instance

after an interrupt occurs. The output of the inter_errorcode register is enabled, just as with the selection

of this interface errorcode register is done by the reg_seI bus. The data in this register is then

transported using the reg_data bus.
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Figure 49: The interface error code register

The interr connectors have the following meaning:

• Interr5 contains the signal for an aborted by abort command

• Interr4 contains the signal for an internal error in the interface

• Interr2 contains the signal for an error detected by the core

Text for function 'Output_reg' of
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control_and_Selftest\Interface_errorcode\Inter_errorcode'

----------------------v----------------------
reg_out := i.
o : = (O width: 2). interr5. interr4, (0 width: 1), interr2, (0 width: 2).

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 50: Text of the interface error code operator, in the interface error code block

3.1.4.9 The parameter register number block

The parameter register number block contains no more than the parameter register number register. A

picture of the parameter register number code block can be seen in Figure 51. The parameter register

number contains the number of the register in the core being programmed. The read or written value of

this register is contained in the parameter register contents register. This register can be read, but is

not further implemented. Selection of this register is done by the reg_sel bus. The data in this register

is transported using the reg_data bus.
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Figure 51: The parameter register number block

3.1.4.10 The parameter register contents block

The parameter register content block contains no more than the parameter register content register. A

picture of the parameter register content block can be seen in Figure 52. The parameter register

contents contains the contents of the register in the core being programmed. The number of the

register that is read or written to is contained in the parameter register number register. This register

can be read, but is not further implemented. Selection of this register is done by the reg_sel bus. The

data in this register is transported using the reg_data bus.

Figure 52: The parameter register eontents bloek

3.1.4.11 The core error code block

The core error code block contains the errors that concern the processing core. The core error code

register is shielded from the rest of the system by the core error code operator. This operator will only

enable its output, when the core error code register normally would be read. The core error code

register block is depicted in Figure 53. The core error code register is a read only register. Writing to it

will have no effect. The core error code register contains the error code, that is sent by the core after

detection of an error. The availability of this error code is indicated by the status_avail signa!. The

status_ready bus contains the signal to indicate that the core error code is ready to accept the core

status. The text of the core error code operator can be read in .
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co:r@_@:r:ro:r_cod@
status_auail •

status~.. ady status~.. ady

Figure 53: The core error code block

Text for function 'core error code' of- -
'TopLevel\chip_interface\General_Control and_Selftest\Core error code\core error code':

----------------------v----------------------
reg_out := i.
status ready := %1.

A---------------------- ----------------------

Figure 54: Text of the core error code operator, in the core error code block
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4. Conclusions

4.1 General conclusions

The interface for the compression chip is not yet fully functional. The OMA transfer process works. The

reading and writing of the 1/0 registers in the interface is fully implemented. The parts that are not yet

implemented, in conformity with the specification are described in the following paragraph. Most

important, a framework has been made, in which a clear subdivision is chosen for the total

implementation of the interface. This way, the structure of the interface will be clear for future

developers.

The data transfer rate of 12.5 million bytes per second in 32 bits mode can be reached easily, by

speeding up the compression chip clock. The internal handshake with the core only takes two internal

clock cycles per transferred byte. If the data can be transferred fast enough from the memory to the

interface the data transfer rate will be no problem at all. There are however problems to be expected

with the real sampling of the outside world signals by the core. IOaSS cannot deal with this kind of

problems, and expects clean and synchronous signais.

By putting the detection of bus and OMA signals in a separate bloek, the design can easily be adapted

for a different bus type, using different signais. After finishing and testing the complete design, an

interface driver program must be written, to program the compression chip correctly.

4.2 List of e/ements and functions that are not yet implemented

4.2.1 Not connected signals

The core parameter channel which runs from the bus interface to the core is not yet implemented. The

following signals are not connected.

• param number (4 bits)

The parameter number that must be set or read

• param value (8 bits bi-directional)

The value of the parameter
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• param read

This indicates that a parameter is read by the bus interface. The core should store the parameter

at the next active edge of the clock

• param write

This indicates that a parameter is written by the bus interface. The core should store the parameter

at the next active edge of the clock.

• param ready (rev)

This is the acknowledge signal for the parameter channe!.

This channel is used to read and write the 16 parameters of the core. These parameters influence the

processing that the core performs. The core is responsible for storing the parameters. This channel

may only be used when there is no command in progress.

The input ready signal, running from the core to the bus interface, is in use for in data transfer from

outside world to core, but is not connected to the general control and selftest bloek. The specification

states, that this signal also indicates that the core is ready to receive the 'end of input section' or 'end

of input end' events. The latter two events are implemented, without using the input ready signal first.

The same applies to the output ready signal, running from the bus interface to the core. This signal is

in uses for the data transfer from the core to the outside world. The specification states, that this signal

also indicates that the interface is ready to receive the 'end of output section' or 'output end' events.

The latter two events are implemented, without using the output ready signa!.

4.2.2 Functions that are not yet implemented

Some functions, related to the parameter channel are not implemented. The parameter number

register and the parameter register content register can be read and written however. The log ie, to

transfer these commands to the core, and program it this way, are not implemented for programming.

The bits 0-2 of the command register, used for command transfer to the core, are not implemented

fully. After a reset, of the device, they contain 001 b, to indicate the reset signal to the core. The

interface waits, until command progress is dropped by the core, to indicate that the core has finished

its reset. After this, the bits 0-2 of the command register will be OOOb, meaning: 'no further command'.

Because the programming of the core is not implemented, the consistency check after programming is

also not implemented. The bits 0-2 of the status register, reporting back the status of the core, only

indicate that the core is resetting itself, no more.
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The selftest of the interface, as mentioned in the specification is also not implemented. The signal to

start the selftest after initializations is being transferred to the core, and the interface awaits the

completion of the selftest by the core.

Time out errors, (bit 6 of the interface error code register) concerning the DMA transport are not

implemented, just as the detection of an inappropriate command given to the core. (Bit 3 in the

interface error code register)

The reset command is not implemented. To implement this function, all controllers, operators and

registers would have to be connected to a reset line. This reset state then should have to be defined

separately for every bloek. This is not practical at all.

Bit 0 of the interface mode register, is not used by the DMA_start_stop controllers. This bit decides, if

the same output block must be continued after an end of output section, or to start a new output bloek.

4.3 Recommendations

The first recommendation would be: adding all blocks that are not yet implemented, with a priority for

the parameter channel. After the completion of the interface, a complete test should be made, to check

if there are still errors in the design. For this test, a simulated environment should be programmed in

IDaSS.

After extensively testing the interface, it will have to be translated to VHDL, using the translation tooi

present in the Digital Information Systems group. After translation, specific sampling and timing

problems should be solved in VHDL. The signals used on the outside of the compression chip will have

to be made stabie for internal use somehow in VHDL, because IDaSS cannot handle these kind of

problems. IDaSS expects clean and synchronous signals to be offered to its input signaIs. The adding

of so calied glue logie will help to stabilize these signais.

Because of the complexity of the total design, a standard for documenting all implemented parts must

be found. A good way to start would be a "knowledge base" where everyone working on the project

keeps an overview of elements that are implemented. This way, everyone can look up the information

needed for connecting devices, and gaining more information about other people's project. One

person, the project manager preferably, will have to keep all information synchronized. Only this way, a

large project Iike this can be finished successfully.
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